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PREFACE

Correctional institutions are required to perform
many complex functions which represent the co—ordination of
philosophies, personnel and facilities. If institutions are to
be operated effectively and efficiently then the functions which
demand special equipment, personnel, etc. must be accommodated.
Therefore, it is vitally important that correctional institutions
be designed in ways which offer support to the phi losophical
of corrections and to the personnel actually involved
guidepost
in the correctional process.
A programme of requirements for a correctional
institution must consider a great many variables.

All too often,

however, design has not kept pace with changing attitudes and
approaches to corrections, and it has not been able to stand as
a positive contribution to the corrections process. Partially
at fault have been constraints imposed by time and economics.

III

(There has not been sufficient time allotted to accurately
assess needs

and

come up with

insufficient funds

have

thorough examination
This

been

viable design solutions, and
made

available to

of corrections and spatial

may explain some

of the apparent

may also be something

requirements.)

deficiencies,

but

there

fundamental than this.

more

Inadequate

permit a

inappropriate

and

solutions

may

acl- ually derive from ill—conceived approaches to the determin-

ation

of

physical requirements. Consequently many

solutions have

hand

flowed from pens guided only by

the intuitive

of the architect.

Essential to any
understanding
philosophies.

known

underlying

of the

purposes

If the

and if the patterns of

greater likelihood that
actually
within

serve the

the

correctional institution

activity

known then there is

are

an

correctional

concepts of
of a

requirements is

are
a

could be offered which

philosophies and the personnel

housed

facility.

generate some

student

of the

fields of

research

knowledge

study,

as possible.

project is

and information

Because

viable design solutions.

consulted

programme of

design solutions

guiding

This

many

design

the

area

To this

end six

attempt to

required

for

of corrections crosses

many different view

as

an

points

should be

students from

the

architecture, psychology, sociology and political
science were chosen as the research team for this study. Two
Federal Maximum Security Institutions were used as case studies,
both located in the Kingston, Ontario area and both operated by
disciplines of

the

Canadian Penitentiary

Service.
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DEFINITIONS

1

Programmes

—

the means employed by Correctional Institutions

to achieve the goals of reform, rehabilitation
and reintegration
Techniques

—

the methods or procedures through which correctional
programmes are implemented

Spaces

— physical

locations defined by such things as walls,

enclosures,

Area

—

furnixhings, etc.

a grouping of spaces on the basis of apparent

functional similarities and, or physical setting
within the institution
Participants

— those persons involved
Correctional

Duration

—

the

in programmes within

Institutions

length of time of continuous involvement by

participants in the activity observed

I.
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A CONCLUSIONS

aUjj&jy

egairefttLary

is approximately 40

years old, while MilLh.aea_Lust.itutIOn—is only three years old.
It would appear, however, that the desi_g,n_o„f_luË1-0,nstitutions

derlyed trom,,,ury,emleil9PORIILPP-7.„—the—conerosl—aspeots
of correctional facilities were given primary consideration
with little given to the treatment aspects of contemporary
corrections.

Because_dgtelled—pr.ogramme,eaJ:eeetre not
,j,rup,ogible to determine the effectavilbe

i ‘t

i veness_of...9.9-0—f,R9ILLU19,§çeoMMOd—aLanned programmes,
and more importantly their capability of accommodating new
programmes.

Therefore,

the only alternative available to put

the observations made at Collins Bay and Millhaven into a
context

in which the figures could be interpreted was to relate

them, as much as possible, to McReynolds' study " Spatial
Flexibility".

In that study Street Vinter's three models of

relationships were employed — reeducational,
learning.

treatment and co-

Both Collins Bay and Millhaven disetee big h
amounts of unstructuretaçtbdly-aud,low-LaVeLZ-Pf,e4,ntured
programmes.

The profiles of

both case studies are similar in

percentage occurrence of programme, group size and duration of
occurrence of activities.
ation" model

The profile reflects the "re-educ-

in McReynolds' "Spatial Flexibility" study where

educa[ion and, or vocational
influencing a change
not reflect

training are the prime focus for

in the behaviour of the

inmate.

It does

a model focussing entirely on "treatment". The

unstructured activity which is considered

as non-purposeful

must be reduced and replaced by purposeful semi-structured
and structured activity.

Many activities are currently hindered by the

1 ack o . _suffici J _ac tivitirœs_p_as,-e,54erttouler,„1,y_wi
or

I

i_v_bag.-1.14.1.-t...„

if group functions are to occur

jibe dpnlqjr)

in the

inmate

domains at either Collins Bay or Millhaven, those activities
must

impinge on [he daily activities of the inmates. There are

not adequate spaces aval table for these activities to occur
without disrupting normal day-to-day activities. This is particularly evident with this increasing trend toward community
participation. Again the spatial limi_tations)mposed_by_ttlft
ex ist I ng f ac

commtatity
of

the

in correctional programmes.

The spatial Intl ex ï b il î ty

tjY1P41,-WILLS.-L2-PÇ.PleMode ,he-s17,aU-Inmeg,,meethgs_Lqrs,s2%

lhese activities into spaces beyond the inmates home territory
into lerrilory which is foreign or al ien to him. This )eaves

Ihe livinuinit as [he inmate's own herri,t,ory_into which staff
are no f welcomed.

cou Id be „adapted i n_ any waytos2ry,9_ t tieseqroup funct ions.

I.

2

A I-

Millhaven on the other hand there are seven activity spaces

within each unit 7 however, the use of these spaces for group
functions is limited because of the lack of adequate acoustical
and visual privacy. The spaces at Mil lhaven were used

2

-

f

for watching television or other forms of non-purposeful activity ,"
and could not be used for other activities without uprooting
individual activities. Therefore, neither CotLias„_13...ay_flor_
Millhoyen_appeared to have been designed with consideration for

group activities to occur in the living , units.
Both facil,ities_have_apparentty_hemhAeslued
to accommodate,some_progrAmmes_onAn, institutional-wide base.
All inmates, for example, congregate for recreational activity
(except protection cases). Although both institutions were
designed as maximum security facilities both permit the entire
populations to congregate at certain times. If maximum control
is to be achieved then the mixing of the entire population would
be contrary to those intentions.
Citizen participation with inmates inside the
institutipl-L.raqures-spaces--the_will not interfere wjth normal
inmate actiyities. At both institutions, large group functions
are restricted because of spatial deficiency. {The chapels are
all underused despite the need for activity space.

This

deficiency can be eliminated during the predesign phase of a
facility. To make up for it after construction, as in the case
of Collins Bay or Millhaven, is difficult and expensive.
The zoning of the institutions into intended
activity areas has clearly demarcated the domains belonging to
the inmates in which staff are not welcomed (Living Units and
Activity Area), and the staff domains in which inmates are not
at ease (Administration). This differentiation appears to be

(2.A.
A

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I.
I

IPPIPL,te_deM12Pment.—° f—PYPALMJ-mj-nrne e—r elatio nshi R
This fact was strongly borne
part icu larly,je,,the,,,LLY,In:5,41nUs.
out in the recordings. / Conversely all recording and assessment

of inmate behaviour was found to occur outside the living units.
Inmates must move from their territory to staff territory for
counselling because adequate visual and acoustical privacy is
not available in the living units for any extensive counselling.
Similarly any group therapy sessions that may be contemplated
must occur beyond the living unit if they are not to interfere
with other resident activities.'

/

e

kfr Q

The majorj„t-r6f staff at both institutions are
custodially—oriented -ânCi are concerned primarily with the control
This control was found to influence the amount
of inmate conversation and their informal adjustment to institutionalization. The omnipresence of control centres at Millhaven

of inmate movement.

with direct visual access into all passageways raises the spectre
of Big Brother with the result that leveis_of_contact_petween
nmat es and between st a f f and jenate.s_ls,....v.et,y_i.P.W.,,__

The amount of inmate participatioltja—UtneeMent»—
oriented activities was_Loy0,t903,e low. Thp daily_routba_ls
not intensive with much unstructured activity occurring. Although
some individual attention is given inmates in the educational and
vocational programmes, most staff—inmate contact does not occur
Individual counselling occurs at lengthy
on a one—to—one basis.
intervals. At Millhaven, for example, the psychiatrist has a
potential caseload of well over 300, the two psychologists must
work with half of the population each and the four classification
officers have about BO cases a peice. Working at such high ratios
it is unrealistic to expect that each inmate could get the
attention he needs.

4

I It is essential to realize that before any
further

design

is undertaken by

the

Canadian Penitentiary

Service,

predesign programme must be defined in sufficient detail to
permit the identification of the spaces required for each
Predesign statements that will enable post—construction
programme.
measurement must be developed. They m4e_state space use
expectations and programme participation.
the

I.

5

B METHODOLOGY

1 INTRODUCTION

CASE STUDIES
COLLINS BAY

Collins Bay (CB) is located on the outskirts of
Kingston, Ontario.

Initial construction waS begun in 1930 and

additions and renovations are being made constantly.
has two sections,

The facility

a medium security core and a minimum security

annex. For this study none of the observations or comments
concern

the minimum security annex. At the time observations were

made (June 1972), the resident population was 435.
CB is modelled

on the telephone plan. The

principal flow of institutional movement occurs along the central
corridor

or "backbone" with the resident domain at one end, and

the administration area at the other.
Movement is restricted by grouping heavily used
areas around

the cell blocks.

more dispersed
arens.

Areas

in which the population is

are located at greater distances from the living

At CB, then, the shops, school facilities and treatment
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.

SITE PLAN
FIGURE 4
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I
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I.

offices are located at some distance from the ranges.

MILLHAVEN
Millhaven (MH)

is located about 15 miles west of

The facility was opened in 1970. Like CB, there are
two types of facilities, a maximum security complex in which the
group made its observations and a minimum security annex which

Kingston.

At the time the observations were

was excluded from the study.

made there was a resident population at MH of 306.
The conceptual plan of MH is quite different
from that of CB. In place of the central corridor plan is a
radial plan. A central control point forms the hub of the
institution and the different areas branch off like spoke of a
pin wheel. All movement in the institution comeC under the
constant vigilance of control posts located at strategic points
along each spoke. And all movement to and from the living units,
administration, special handling and the shops and schools must
pass through the hub.

CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMMES

An institution attempts to acheive its goals by
allocating resources (capital, facilities, staff) to its various
existing and alternate programmes.
I) custody,

training,

5)

creation,

and

therapy,

2)

3)

These programmes include:

education,

industrial production,
8)

6)

4)

vocational

religious

7)

re-

maintenance and service.

11

I.
THE PROGRAMMES
No effort will be made to present a comprehensive
programme statement for each institution because that would be a
project

in itself.

Instead,

a general statement of purpose and a

description of each programme will be given.
brief outline was obtained from
Penitentiaries

Information for this

the Reports of the Commissioner of

(1957 — 71) and supplemented by comments from the

staff at both of the institutions under study.
Although this approach is general

and often

vague, it does indicate the primary areas of focus which can be
examined using

the pertinent techniques.

I CUSTODY

1

The purpose of the custodial programme are
threefold:
constraining

1)

to protect society from further unlawful acts by

the individual within the institution, (i.e., carry

out the sentence of the court), 2)
non—residents working within

to protect

staff and other

the institution, and 3)

individual residents from coming to harm at

to protect

the hands of other

resi dents.
In name, CB is

a medium security institution,

but, in facF, as Mr. Noel, Director of Collins Bay, indicated, it
is a

I.

mini—maximum facility.

MH is a maximum security institution.

12

2

THERAPY

The
behaviour
with

the

of the
goals

participate

of

purposes

the use

resident through

of the institution,

in an

part of the classification

are

those residents who ask
Each

programmes in

of

3

an

to assign

of the

staff

treatment

the

keeping

individual to
(i.e.,

for

it

or

who

are

of the institutions

(psychologists,

and extensive

to provide regular

help to

referred to them.

a

has

part of the therapy programme.
with drug and alcohol abuse.

which make up
concerned

to modify

function).

duties

psychiatrists, etc.,)

2)

1)

programme or set of programmes

adequate

The

are:

therapy

number

Included

of

groups

are

groups

EDUCATION

The
I) provide

a basic

are

illiterate

2)

upgrade

the

or

aims

of the

educational

programme are to:

elementary education to those residents who

who left school with less than

academic

standard of

for

education,

those who require such

training, and

attention to enable them to take vocational
provide opportunities

Grade 8

residents to develop

and

3)

expand their

interests by furthering their education through classroom

instruction and
of

both

correspondence

institutions are

educational institutions

are

some residents

in the

of

courses. The

educational

supplemented with

courses

and

taught within

the

are

passes

CB who

given day

programmes

offered by local

institutions. There
to

attend classes

community.

13

4

VOCATIONAL TRAINING

The purpose of the vocational training programme
is fo provide a training programme which will provide the resident
with marketable skills.

At CB some residents are given day passes to work
at jobs in the community.

5

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION — CONTRACT PRODUCTION

The aims of industrial production are:

1)

to

occupy the residents' time by placing him in a work area, and

2)

for use within the institution or

to provide goods cheaply

other government departments.
Industrial

production policy has changed from

one having the production of goods as its main aim to a policy
which requires that the training of residents dominate, with the

production of goods being an important but secondary consideration.
Therefore, industrial activities are integrated with the resident

training programme with the object of making industrial employment
an important practical and integral phase of the overall resident
correctional

6

training programme.

RELIGION

The major roles the Chaplain plays within the
institution are:
1) to care for the spiritual well being of the
This is carried out by a programme of interviewing and
counselling and of organizing and conducting worship services, and
inmate.

14

2)

to carry out a programme of religious education in order to

teach precepts of faith and provide an avenue for growth in
stability and moral strength.
There are a number of religious groups at both
institutions that include residents, staff and outsiders.

7

RECREATION
The purposes of recreation are:

1)

to provide

facilities for active and inactive recreation, i.e., sports,
games, television, arts and crafts,

2)

to provide the resident

with an opportunity to satisfy his physical, social and emotional
needs in an atmosphere Jess rigid and controlled than necessarily
exists in other areas of institution life, 3) to encourage the
development of responsibility to allowing the resident representatives to schedule and operate their own programmes, and

4)

that it be of sufficient diversity in order that each resident is
able to find an activity of interest to himself.

8

MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE
The purpose of this programme is to carry out some

of the maintenance of the entire institution.

The use of resident

labour provides employment within the institution while reducing
the operating costs of the institution.

THE POPULATIONS
There are many variables which could account for

15

differences
two
the

in technique occurrences and

under study.

institutions

One

institutions themselves.

variable

could be held

area

of occurrence in the

variable is

the population of

team felt that

The research

if

this

then any differences which may

constant

been observed could, therefore, be attributed to other
variables.
Thus, a sample of .one third of the inmate files at
each of the institutions was made (CB 135 and MN 100). The sample
was made randomly from the numerically arranged files, the highest
have

number being
was used

most recent

the

in the

filing system at either CB
The

of

resident

ages, educational levels,

inmates' family

admission. No

of origin,

populations

other
or

classification

MH.

were compared

occupations, marital

in

terms

status, size

of

typep_ga.mgd,Lences, previous sentences

finally, length of_present sentencgs. It was felt that an
examination of the inmate populations in terms of such factors as
offences, previous sentences and length of present sentence would
and

be good indicators
could possibly

of

affect

experience
behaviour

in

institutional

in the

living

present setting.

which
As the
eye

graphs

Appendix (pp. 205-11 ) show, the two
"144,
populations were found to be very comparable (i.e., there were no.
statistically significant differences between the two institutions).
tables and

in the

We may thus state that between
were due to factors other than
each institution.

the

two

institutions

differences

the type of population

confined

in

7 pt. f4

2 THE INSTRUMENT

The research team made observations at CB and MH
employing a recording instrument devised by McReynolds (1972)
his study of three juvenile detention centres.

in

Recorded on the

observation sheet were the technique observed, the space in which
the observation was made, the participants

involved and the

duration.

TECHNIQUE
Initially a set of techniques was developed which
included the ways in which programmes are manifested
institutions.

in the

This preliminary list of techniques was based on the

set developed by McReynolds. Other techniques were not defined
until

the testing period and until

the actual

observation period.

The final set of techniques employed by the
research team is presented

in Table

1

(pp.

20 I.
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I
CODING OF TECHNIQUES
Each technique was given a two—number code which
speeded actual recording as well as permitting techniques
displaying certain similarities to be grouped together. These
groups make up the eight categories or "series" of techniques
presented in Table

TECHNIQUE SERIES
Series — a subset of techniques which exhibit certain characteristics
or similarities which permit them to be grouped together.
These techniques can be further categorized on the basis
of the degree of structure which they exhibit. Techniques
may be classified as being structured, semi—structured or
unstructured.

1

Structured Techniques — are planned or scheduled to take place at
definite points in time and in specific
spaces of the institution.
SERIES 20 — Maintenance and Security — related to the upkeep of the

1

facilities and to the security requirements for which
the institutions are responsible.
SERIES 30 — Formal Administration — includes professional counselling services and is related to the rehabilitative

1

and reintegrative aspects of all correctional programmes.
SERIES 40— Information Exchange — related to the rehabilitative
and reintegrative aspects of the Education and Vocational
Training programmes.

I.
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I
SERIES 70 — Academic and Vocational Production — related to the
rehabilitative and reintegrat ive aspects of the
Education, Vocational Training and
•

Industrial

Production programmes.

Semi—Structured Techniques — although formally prescribed, they
are left to occur at the discretion
of the participants.
Although spaces for their occurrence
are predesignated, they remain unscheduled and occur at various times
and for indefinite durations.
SERIES 80 — Social Contact — the techniques of this series are
related to the rehabilitative aspects of all
programmes.
SERIES 50 — Individual Recreation — concerned almost entirely
with individual

participation in the Recreation

programme.
SERIES 60 — Social Recreation — concerned with group participation
in the Recreation programme.
Unstructured Techniques — are responses to programmes which are
sometimes supportive,

but most often are

reactions 1- o the demands and limitations
of institutional life.
SERTES 90 — Informal Adjustments — by definition these techniques
are unrelated to programmes and are derived from the
belief that whenever people are brought together in an
environment which is largely controlled or has formally

I.

19

TABLE 1 : CATEGORIZATION OF TECHNIQUES RELATED TO PROGRAMME

Series

Type
Structured

Semi—Structured

Unstructured

Programme(s) Involved

20

Maintenance and Custodial

Custodial, Maintenance
and Service

30

Formal Administration

(all programmes)

40

Information Exchange

Education, Vocational
Training

70

Academic and Vocational
Production

Education, Vocational
Training, Industrial
Production

80

Semi—Structured Social
Contact

(all rehabilitative
programmes) **.

50

Individual Recreation

Recreation

60

Social Recreation

Recreation

90

Informal Adjustments

(no programme by
definition)

** These include: Therapy, Education, Religion, Vocational
Training, Industrial Production.

prescribed behavioural norms, those persons will
inevitably react to this manufactured environment
in non—designated ways.
techniques

This final

series of

is "allowed" rather than designed to

occur and tends to happen at anytime and any place
within the correctional facility.

The content of

the behaviour involved seems unrelated to any meaningful correctional
Table

1

of series,

objective.

illustrates the relation between the types
the series themselves and the various

programmes about which they are concerned.

SPACE
Each observation also included a recording of
the space in which the technique was observed to occur. A space
was defined as the physical setting in which a technique occurred.
Some spaces are easily defined by the walls, partitions,

furnishings,

etc., which enclose them, others are functionally unique, while
some spaces may easily accommodate a number of activities.

CODING OF SPACES
Floor plans were consulted in order to determine
where spaces were located throughout

the two institutions.

These

spaces were given a three—number code in the same way that
techniques were given a two—number code. The code speeded
recording and also permitted similar spaces to be grouped together.
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AREA

The

two

into five major areas.

institutions seemed to divide
The spaces in the living area,

shops

and administration

schools, passageways, activity area
so

readily

and

were coded

Fhat any space, chosen at random from the total list of spaces,

could be quickly located

as

the

to

in

area

which it could be found.

PARTICIPANTS
Persons participating

in

programmes

correctional

were considered to be residents (those being confined),
(those responsible

for the

operation

staff

of the institution) and

visitors (inmates' visitors, repairmen, outside professional

or

workers
included

a

other guests). Each
recording

visitors involved.
ectional

of the number of residents, staff and, or
This indicated those aspects of the corr-

programmes in
The

participeed.

observation of a technique

staff and

which residents,

number

of

could be used to calculate

visitors

in

participants involved

the average

group size

techniques

for a

particular

technique.

DURATION
Each recording
length

of

time

are part of the
important
'technique

or

aims

to know

in

duration

the

of the

of

of a technique

also included

that activity. Since

correctional

relative amounts

order to ascertain

the

of

programme,
time spent

emphasis placed

the

techniques
it is

in

each

on certain

aspects of the programme.
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16
I

I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I.
I

I

.

RECORDING
When an observer noted the occurrence of some
activity, he first recorded the time (HR., MIN.) at which the
activity commenced. Then, referring to the list of techniques
he chose the appropriate one and recorded its number code (TECH.).
Then the numbers of participants

(R, S, V,)

followed by the code of the space (SPACE).

were recorded,
Finally, when the

activity was completed, the observer checked the time at which
it began and calculated the duration (DUR.).

Therefore, the

recording of a number of observations resembled the following
illustration.
S

V

SPACE

DUR

06

00

00

947

30

56

01

00

00

943

17

91

02

00

00

938

04

HR

MIN

TECH

10

22

52

10

25

10
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TESTING THE INSTRUMENT
The instrument
Institution

was tested at

Warkworth

to familiarize the six team members with the

to determine its strengths and weaknesses.
All six observers in groups of three, made recordings simulinstrument and

taneously in different parts of the institution. Examining
the results it was found that the list of techniques was, in
some cases, unclear in definition. This led to a review and
revision of the techniques, excluding some and introducing
ofters,

to

until the final list was decided upon.

Warkworth

A second

was wholly successful in indicating that observers

could agree on the identification of a technique.

I.

visit

Other aspects

23

I.
recorded (cg., participants, space code and duration) were also
similarly identified. This meant that all aspects of the
had been sufficiently defined so that the observation
team could view and record the same situations in the same way.
instrument

Having established this degree of consistency among the observers,
il

was felt that variation in results due to differences between

individual methods of observing and recording had been eliminated
to a large degree.

1

APPLICATION OF THE INSTRUMENT
The

purpose of the study was to examine

institutions in terms of the occurrence of correctional
and the

techniques

spaces in which they occurred.
In order to get a sample of the activities at

each of the two institutions, the research team decided to spend
fivesuccessivedays in
The

I.

each of two successive weeks at CB and MH.

sample would have been more accurate if more days had been

observed, however, the research team was limited by the constraints of time to these few days.

It was hoped that variables

such as weather and programme scheduling would have a negligible
effect on the results obtained.
The

1

first day, Wednesday, was spent as a day of

orientation and introduction to staff and residents. Although no
actual recordings were made on Wednesday, the day was well spent
because the purpose for the presence of the research team was made
known to the subjects of the study. It was hoped that if they
knew who the research team was and why it was there, the normal
flow of

I.

events would be disrupted as little as possible.
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Unfortunately, however, not al l staff and residents became aware
of the
As a

presence and purpose of the research team on that first day.

result the members of the team hàd to devote a portion of

each observation period in explaining themselves to both staff and
residents.
Recordings from Thursday through Monday commenced
each day at 8:30 a.m , and continued until
The research

11:00 p.m. each day.

team felt that the choice of Thursday, Friday, and

Monday would offer a sample of typical weekdays.
The

schedules of events at both institutions

were consulted to determine what areas were

in use

throughout

each day. Because it was impossible to cover all areas for all
of

each day, an observation schedule was drawn up so that

representative samples could be obtained from the many areas of
activity. Team members were deployed singly or in pairs.
The
and

chapels and the hospital areas of both CB

mH were identified

observation and
for the research

but

analysis.

were subsequently excluded from
The

chapels were used too infrequently

team to make any observations that were in any

way indicative of the techniques occurring there. Similarly the
hospitals at both CB and MN were not used to an extent which
would allow any sort of accurate comments to be made.

It can be

said here that the hospitals were used only for medical functions
and

had no relation whatsoever to any of the correctional

programmes

discussed above.
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OBSERVERS' COMMENTS
In

addition

to

noted their own comments as well
staff in

be

of

informal interviews.

valuable assistance

in

what we recorded was

happen

on a

typical day

in

those presented by inmates

as

It was felt that
helping

obtained. These comments provided
if

recordings, observers

the objective

the

us

In such

comments could

group to evaluate

with

last

the

fact representative

and in

the

many ambiguous

of

and

check

the data

to see

what would

cases

would clarify

where comments were used, we
were careful to ensure that they remained as possible reasons
the objective data.

cases

rather than definitive explanations for variations in results.
This was done due to an apparent inherent bias in the residents
and staff interviewed.
A set of questions

was

sent

to

the

two institutions

which was used to clarify points about which the group was unclear
and to provide certain additional information.
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3 ANALYSIS FORMAT

COMPUTER DATA

coded information on each observation sheet
was transferred on Fo keypunch cards and fed into a computer for
sorting. The use of the computer permitted the rapid presentation
The

of data in a number of ways. Essentially, the computer printout
presented techniques X spaces, and conversely spaces X techniques.
In each case the participants involved and the duration of each
observation were presented.

WEIGHTING OF DATA
Initially the group had intended on making
observations for five successive days (Thursday through Monday)
at Fhe two institutions. It was thought that by choosing three
days (Thursday, Friday and Monday) and two inactive days
(Saturday and Sunday) that an accurate sample representing the
daily life at the institutions would be obtained. Observations
active

were made for the full five days at MH, however, due to some
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inmate problems at CB, the group was forced to delete Sunday from
their observations.
Although the team did schedule its periods and
locations of observation

it proved difficult to adhere strictly

to those schedules. Another intervening factor was the apparent
desire by inmates and staff to engage the researchers in conversation. Also affecting results was the fact that the presence
of

members of the research sometimes constituted a disruptive

force,

e.g., in the case of private counselling sessions.

There-

fore, although the team members tried to be as subtle and
unobtrusive as possible actual recording time from area to area
was not actually representative of the time which should have
been spent recording there.
Thus some areas were over—observed, while others
were under—observed. To adjust for these imbalances, the data
from each area had to be weighted. This permitted all data to
be examined in terms of a common baseline.
Weighted factors applied to the resulis in each
area were determined in this way.

The

schedules of each

institution as they existed and were enforced from 8:30 a.m.
until

11:00

p.m. were examined each day.

This

permitted the

calculation of the total amount of time given over to programmes
during the five days of observation.

Next, the actual amount of

recording Hme spent in each area was determined.

This

was

calculated by noting the time at which a particular set of
observations commenced in any given area and the time at which
they were concluded. Using the two figures, time allotted by
schedule and time spent by observers, a weighted factor for each
area was calculated as follows:
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time allotted
=

weighted factor

time spent

For example,

if the schedule had allotted 2,000

minutes to a certain area during the observation period and the
time spent by all observers was only 1,200 minutes, then the
factor would be 2,000

1,200 = 1.67.

Factors were determined

in this way for all major areas in both institutions (See
Table la, p. 31 ) and therefore, each observation received a
weighting according to the area in which it was located.
For CB it was necessary to include our
observations in the dining room with those in the cell
to compare results with MH.

in order

At MH the residents received their

meals in their cells whereas the inmates at CB took their meals
in the dining room.

TYPE I ANALYSIS — TECHNIQUE EVALUATION
This analysis deals with the occurrence of
techniques across both institutions. The analysis presents an
examination of each technique in terms of its percentage occurrence throughout the entire institution in relation to the other
techniques of

its series.

For each technique the average duration

and the average group size were also calculated.

The frequency of

occurrence was the only figure directly affected by the application
of the weighting factors.
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FIGURE la:

CB

WEIGHTINGS

Time Allotted
(in Minutes)

Time Spent
(in minutes)

Factor

1320

779

1.70

525

149

3.53

1020

1471

0.70

655

178

3.68

Activity Areas

1155

340

3.40

Administration

1440

915

1.58

Living Units
Dining
Shops and Schools
Passageways

Time Spent
(in minutes)

Factor

1930

1160

1.67

835

1161

0.72

270

128

2.11

Activity Areas

1500

390

3.85

Administration

1705

945

1.81

Hospital

2705

156

17.34

600

70

8.58

MH

Living Units
Shops and Schools
Passageways

Chapel

Time Allotted
(in minutes)
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At

each institution the amount of time spent in

each of the major areas was different and, therefore, absolute
figures

were not directly comparable.

Thus, technique occurrences

were converted into percentages which permitted comparisons between
the

iwo institutions.

.TYPE II — AREA EVALUATION
This
techniques

analysis deals with the occurrences of

within each of the five major areas.

values for technique occurrence,

employed.

The

The

same weighted

duration and participants were

analysis deviated at this point to include the

calculation of the percentage occurrence of each technique in
relation

to all techniques occurring in each area.
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I

.

C DATA ANALYSIS

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

TECHNIQUE EVALUATION

GENERAL COMMENTS
Correctional programmes are implemented through
a

variety of techniques. Table

techniques

2

presents a list of the

43

divided into the eight different series. Each

series of techniques has been categorized as being structured,
semi—structured, or unstructured.
below puts the structured, semi—structured
and unstructured categories into perspective.
It is clear that
Table 3

unstructured techniques at both CB and MN occurred more
frequently than either structured or semi—structured techniques.

the

Techniques

offer explanations for the many

different types of activities observed in the two correctional
institutions.
These techniques are related to both the stated
goals of the institution as

well as to other non—specified

activities.
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TABLE
20

2:

Techniques

MAINTENANCE AND SECURITY

60

21 Supervising Activities
22 Disciplinary

SOCIAL RECREATION
61

Action

Table Games

62 Ping Pong

23

Maintenance

63

24

Food Preparation

64 Basketball

25

Food Distribution

65

Handball
Tennis
Lifting

66 Weight

26 Meals

67 Baseball
30

FORMAL ADMINISTRATION
31

68

Football

Staff Meetings

69 Track

and Assessment
of Inmate Data

69a

32 Recording
34 Clinical

and Field

Miniature Golf

69b Horseshoes

Interview and

Counselling
36 General Clerical
37 Inmate

70

ACADEMIC & VOCATIONAL PRODUCTION
71 Development

Meetings

74 Development
40

INFORMATION EXCHANGE
41 Academic

of Academic

Abilities

Instruction

42 Vocational

50

of Vocational

Abilities

Instruction

80

SOCIAL CONTACT
81

Communications by Phone

INDIVIDUAL RECREATION

82

Outsider Visiting

52 Watching Television

84 Informal Instructing

53 Listening to

the Radio

Musical Instruments

55 Handicrafts

INFORMAL ADJUSTMENTS
91 Staff—Resident Conversation

56 Writing Letters

92

54

57

Snacks

90

Staff—Staff Conversation

93 Resident—Resident

58 Personal Hygiene

94 Clowning

59 Individual Games

95 Resting

Conversation

96 Helping
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TABLE 3:

Technique Type

Percentage Occurrence, Duration and
Group Size of Structured, Semi—Structured,
and Unstructured Technique Categories.

% of obs.

Avg. duration

MH

Avg. gp.
size
CB
MH

(m—m)

CB

MH

CB

Structured

18.0 19.1

22.2

30.4

2.0 2.0

Semi—Structured

35.4 24.8

84.0

80.7

5.3 3.9

Unstructured

46.6 56.0

27.8

33.6

2.8 2.5
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STRUCTURED

TECHNIQUES

GENERAL COMMENTS

The structured technique category is made up of
four series:
istration;

20
40

Maintenance and Security;

Information Exchange; and

30 Formal Admin70 Academic

and

Vocational Production. Together the techniques of this
caiegory comprised

18.0%

of all techniques observed at CB

and 19.1% at MN (Table 4).
TABLE 4:

Structured Technique Series.
%

Series

total
obs.

CB
20 Maintenance & Security
30 Formal
40

Administration

Information Exchange

MN

avg. duration
(m-m)

CB

avg.
gp.

MN

CB

size
MN

9.7 9.9

20.8

20.3

2.0 1.6

2.0 4.3

23.3

58.0

1.8 2.7

0.2 0.4

95.7

98.1

4.3 6.5

6.1

21.9

20.1

1.9

22.2

30.4

2.0 2.0

70 Academic & Vocational

Production

4.5

18.0 19.1%
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1.6

20

20

MAINTENANCE AND SECURITY

MAINTENANCE AND SECURITY
The techniques

Security (20 series)
of the Custodial

listed under Maintenance and

are structured techniques that are part

programme and the Maintenance and Service

programme. The occurrence of these techniques is a preplanned part of the institutions'daily schedule. They are
scheduled to occur in specific spaces at specific times
throughout the day.
Because any medium or maximum security
institution must attempt to guarantee the confinement of
inmates, the techniques supervising activities (21)

and

disciplinary action (22) were devised to represent the
Custodial programme.

Other techniques are concerned wit. h

aciivities related to the maintenance of a daily routine
within the institution. The techniques of the Maintenance
and Service programme are maintenance (23), food

preparation

(24), food distribution (25), and meals (26).
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TABLE 5: 20 Series - Maintenance and Security

ay. duration

% total
20

CB
21 Supervising Activities
22 Disciplinary Action
23 Maintenance

( m- m)

CB

MH

57.5 35.6
0.7

--

27.3 40.9

MN

av. gp .
size
CB

MH

1.6

1.4

14.0

25.0

3.5

--

2.0 ---

11.2

14.6

1.4 1.4

24 Food Preparation

3.2

2.1

35.9

18.6

4.6 1.8

25 Food Distribution

3.2 13.4

120.4

30.9

9.0 2.3

26 Meals

8.0

52.4

36.9

3.3 1.0

20.8

20.4

2.0 1.6

20

7.9

9.7% 9.9%

Observations of techniques in the 20 series at
CB accounted for 9.7% of all recordings with an average duration
of 20.8 man-minutes per observation (Table 5 ).

At MN the

figures are very nearly the same, where Maintenance and Security
represented 9.9% of all recordings with an average of 20.4 manminutes of activity per occurrence.

Visitors are very seldom

involved in these techniques.
An examination of each of the six techniques in
this series shows many similarities, but also some interesting
dissimilarities between CB and MN.
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21

21

SUPERVISING ACTIVITIES

SUPERVISING ACTIVITIES
Supervision of

inmates is the primary function of

correctional officers at correctional institutions. The mere
presence of a correctional officer in a space could have been
recorded as"Supervising Activities". However, the technique
was defined in a stricter sense being recorded only when an
officer exhibited an explicit activity related to ensuring the
presence of all inmates and the maintenance of a proper level
of

conduct to ensure conformity and continuity in the daily

schedule. This includes checking inmates' personal possessions,
overseeing a scheduled movement from one area to another,
taking daily counts and opening and locking of doors and
passageways.

One

would expect the relative frequency of super-

vising activities to be reflective of both the importance of
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11

.

maintaining security and the architectural design oriented
toward adequate confinement.

% total 20

av.

duration

ay. group size

CB

57.5

14.0 m-m

1.6

MH

35.6

23.0 m-m

1.4

Supervising activities accounted

for 57.5% of

the number of occurrences at CB within the 20's series and

35.6% at MH.

The average duration per single occurrence at

MH was higher (23.0 m-m) than at CB (14.0 m-m).
group size was virtually equal

The average

for each of the two institutions,

the size suggesting that often more than one officer would be

present during supervising activities.
Thus, incidences of supervising activities are
relatively more frequent at CB, but of relatively
average duration at MH.

At CB access to each cell

longer
range,

with the exclusion of the newest block, and access to the
main corridor is through doors operated manually.

Custodial staff are forced into more supervising
activities which were easily observed.

At MH, on the other

hand, an officer can supervise from a central control over-

looking both floors of three ranges.

The officer can control

movement within the living units from an electrically operated

1

control

panel.

Under these differing circumstances, one would

expect more incidences of opening and closing of doors at CB
than for an equal amount of inmate movement at MH.
of all supervising activities were recorded

I.

At CB 86%

in either the
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I
I.
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
.

I

living unit or

I.

activity areas where a great proportion of the

inmate's time is spent.and where all doors are locked manually
by key.

Furthermore, one would expect durations of supervision

to be longer at a maximum security institution (MH) than at one
under medium security (CB). The longer average duration of
supervising activities at MH was generated from control centres
(at the main entrance and in the living units) because officers
supervise

movement automatically and for long periods of time

with limited physical movement required of them.
Another index of the importance and extensiveness
of

supervising activities is indicated bythe number of different

institutional spaces in which they occur. This technique was
recorded in all five major areas of both institutions. The
pattern is very similar for both facilities.

1

I.
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22 DISCIPLINARY ACTION

22

DISCIPLINARY ACTION
As much as the observers endeavoured to make

themselves inconspicuous during their observation period, the
fact remained that they were "strangers" in the environment.
It seemed very doubtful to the observers at the outset that
they would witness any disciplinary action between staff and
inmates. This technique was defined as any form of reprimand
or punishment administered to an inmate by a staff member for
violation of the prescribed code of behaviour. As expected,
only two brief occurrences of disciplinary action in the form
of verbal reprimands were recorded, both occurring at CB. It
is impossible to determine whether or not the observers'
presence had suppressed any other potential occurrences of
this activity at either institution.
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23 MAINTENANCE

23

MAINTENANCE
Part of the daily routine of any institution is

the jpkeep of the physical facilities.

The technique

maintenance refers to janitorial work, repairs, and renovations
in both internal

and outside areas of the facility.

are supposed to look after their own private

Individuals

living area while

maintenance duties for shared spaces are assigned to certain
inmates.
% total 20

av. duration

CB

27.3

11.2 m—m

1.4

MEI

40.9

14.6 m—m

1.4

ay. group size

In general, maintenance accounted for a substantial portion of the total

recordings of the 20's series
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techniques. At CB 27.3% of the recordings in the 20's series
were maintenance, while at MH the figure was 40.9%. In terms
of average man—minutes of activity, both institutions presented
similar figures. At CB the average time per occurrence of the
technique maintenance was 11.2 man—minutes and at MH it was
14.6 man—minutes.

Residents were involved in 93% of the

maintenance recordings at CB and 85% at MH.

In both instances

this technique is used extensively to keep inmates occupied
during the day.
The occurrence matches two of the juvenile
facilities in the study "Spatial Flexibility" (McReynolds 1972)
where maintenance does not serve any specific purpose for the
individual.
The difference in the number of recordings of
maintenance was noted in three areas. In the living area at
MI-I, II-lore were two cleaners on every range and around every
control unit, while at CB there were three range cleaners.
In the passageways, there were fewer cleaners observed at CB
than at MH. Also, the inmates of MH were deeply involved in
baseball, so that consequently a great deal of time was devoted
to the care and upkeep of the baseball diamond in the activity
area.
At both CB and MH, the high amount of public
interactional space requires inmate teams for maintenance.
Much of the space that was found in the living units in the
"Spatial Flexibility" study is located in the public area
where it is used by everyone in the facility.
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FOOD PREPARATION

FOOD PREPARATION

technique refers to the preparation of food
for distribution and consumption at regular meal times and at
This

other scheduled events.

%

total 20

av. duration

av. gp . size

CB

3.2

35.9 m-m

4.6

MH

2.1

18.6 m-m

1.8

Food preparation represented a very small percentage

of all techniques occurring in the Maintenance and

At CB it made up 3.2% of the observations,
while at MH it made up 2.1%. However, there were large
Security series.

the two institutions in terms of average
duration and group size. At CB the average duration was 35.9
man-minutes'with an average group size of 4.6, while at MH the
differences between

II

I.
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average was only 18.6 man—minutes with 1.8 participants per
occurrence.
At CB the technique was observed in the inmates'
dining hall, and in the temporary staff mess during the noon
meal and prior to an "Alcoholics Anonymous" banquet. At MH
some food preparation (of relatively short duration) occurred

in the staff cafeteria but the main meal was prepared in a
separate building outside the complex (at the minimum security

annex). At CB the handling of food in the kitchen was
virtually the exclusive responsibility of inmates, while at

MH a smaller number of residents handled the inmate& food,
their responsibility being mainly its distribution in the

living units, while the staff cafeteria was manned by outside
help from the annex.

Kitchen staff were involved in 75% of

the occurrences of food preparation at MH.

In both facilities

the technique can be operated in only one way and both from
the public territory.
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FOOD DISTRIBUTION

FOOD DISTRIBUTION
Food distribution

during scheduled meal times

%

and

av.

total 20

occurred at

CD in the

in the

at MH

size

CB

3.2

120.4 m—m

9.0

MH

13.4

30.9 m—m

2.3

Food distribution made
recordings

in the 20

series at CB

but

of
an average

up only 3.2%
had

hall

cells.

av. gp .

duration

dining

of 120.4 man—minutes. At MH the technique made

up

all
duration

13.4%

of

the recordings with an average of 20.9 man—minutes. The
average group size at CB of 9.0 participants per occurrence
was much larger than MH (2.3)

because

of the

different methods

of distribution.
At

CB

the

inmates received their meals

cafeteria
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style. At MI-1 meals were prepared outside the institution and
distributed by motorized, insulated food caravans. Each range
at MH was allotted one wagon of food which was then dished out
and distributed to each inmate by two inmates from each range
working in the servery.

Because of these differences,

incidences of food distribution were relatively fewer in
number at CB but involved larger groups of inmates. Consequently,
average duration in terms of man—minutes was also longer. The
nature of food distribution at MH dictates that fewer numbers
of inmates are involved in each occurrence since they must line
up in small groups in front of the servery of each range. At
MH there is sufficient space only to feed inmates in their
cells and not in a central space, while at CB there are two
alternatives. Furthermore, at both facilities there is no
middle alternative for inmates to eat simultaneously and
separately in small groups.
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MEALS

MEALS
Meals is.a technique . that refers fo scheduled

eating periods.

%

total 20
8.0

52.4 m—m

3.3

MH

7.9

36.9 m—m

1 .0

all recordings

both CB

and MH.

made

of

up virtually

the

in the Maintenance and
The

average

greater than MH (1.0 ) ,
methods

size

CB

Meals

of

av. gp .

ay. duration

once

same percentage
Security series at

group size at CB
again because

(3.3

of the

)

was much

different

feeding.

At

noon at CB

the

inmates from

outside took their meals first, followed half
by those inmates engaged

in

school

and

the
an

shops

and

hour later

other activities within

4.9

the institution. For the evening meal the inmates were released
Initially, about
range by range and proceeded to the cafeteria.
200

inmates would occupy the dining room and then as 30 to 40

inmates finished their meal another group would be released
from their range.

Usually two to four inmates would sit

together during the meal.

Inmate interaction is active between

most inmates in the institution.

Each meal at CB is supervised

by two correctional officers, each of whom observes activities
in one half of the cafeteria. Part of their function is to halt
the pilfering of food supplies such as sugar and sweets by the
inmates.

At MH all meals were taken individually by inmates in

their cells with no inmate interaction.

SUMMARY
In all the techniques of the custodial programme
and maintenance and service programme, both time and place for
their occurrence are scheduled. Security, a staff responsibility
which is maintained through supervising activities, is important
to both facilities. Activities related to the upkeep of the
physical plant, recorded as maintenance, also accounted for a
considerable number of the occurrences in the 20 series.

This

was primarily the residents' responsibility and a method of
keeping them occupied.

The remaining techniques, relating to

food, occurred at specific times and accounted for a relatively
small amount of the daily routine of an individual within the
institution.
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30

30

FORMAL

FORMAL ADMINISTRATION

ADMINISTRATION
In order to achieve stated correctional

of therapy, education, vocational

objectives

training and industrial

production, certain elements of the structured programme are
the administration. Staff meetings (31), recording

scheduled by

and assessment of inmate data (32), clinical interviews and
counselling

(34), general clerical work (36), and inmate

meetings (37), were placed into this category since each deals
with different

aspects of administration and formally scheduled

activities.

At CB 2.0% of all techniques noted during the
period

of observation concerned formal administration. The

comparable figure for MH was 4.3% of all techniques. The
average time per observation in the 30 series (formal administration) was

MH.

23.3 man—minutes at CB and 58.0 man—minutes at

The average group size was slightly smaller at CB (1.8)

than at

MH (2.7).
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TABLE

6: 30 Series - Formal

Staff Meetings

32 Recording

av.

gp . size

30

av.duration (m-m)

CB

MH

CB

3.1

8.6

3.0

197.9

2.0

6.0

34.4

15.2

25.2

10.8

2.1

1.4

6.6

32.1

11.0

33.4

2.0

2.0

55.7

38.8

24.5

21.5

1.8

1.7

----

4.8

----

377.9

---

9.4

4.3%

23.3

58.0

1.8

2.7

%

31

total

Administration

MH

CB

MH

and

Assessment
34 Clinical Interviews

and Counselling
36 General Clinical
37 Inmate

Meetings

30

2.0%
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31

31

STAFF MEETINGS

STAFF MEETINGS
Staff meetings occurred to discuss particular

problems, to inform the staff on matters dealing with the
programme of social events, etc. They did not occur at any
time and in any place, but were formally called gatherings.
Staff meetings at CB involved 3.3% of the
observations in the 30 series, while at MH it was 9.1%.
The average time per occurrence of staff meetings at CB was
3.0 man—minutes and

197.9 man—minutes

at MH.

The average

group size at CB was two and six at MN.

% total 30

av. duration

av. gp . size

CB

3.1

3.0 m—m

2.0

MH

8.6

197.9 m—m

6.0

The greater frequency of occurrence of this
technique at M1-1 seems is due to the fact that a time was set
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aside

for formal staff meetings in the daily schedule, while

this was not

the case ah CB. These meetings occurred in the

staff lounge in the administration and were attended by those
staff memebers not posted at control booths, fol lowing the
lunch break. Meanwhi le, the inmates remained locked up in
hheir cells to enable

the staff to participate in the meeting

and to relax afterwards, all of which took about an hour
during

the noon meal.
It was essential to

which was
spaces

have a large meeting space

accessible to the control staff.

There

are few

of this nature available within both facilities.
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32 RECORDING AND ASSESSMENT OF INMATE BEHAVIOUR

32

RECORDING AND ASSESSMENT OF INMATE BEHAVIOUR

This technique is indicative of the amount of
emphasis placed upon mapping of the behaviour of inmates,
whether it be taking counts or assessing an individuals

performance on a given task or in an interview.

It also

encompasses work done on files in the classification offices
which might ordinarily be classed

as general clerical work

but is specifically oriented towards assessment of an
individual. At MH and CB, it is exclusively a staff
responsibility.

In other types of programmes, inmates are

also involved in the technique.

At CB 32.8% of all occurrences of the 30's were
of this technique and 14.9% at MH.

The durations per occur-

rence were 25.2 man—minutes at CB and 10.8 man—minutes

at MH,

and the average group size at CB of 2.1 was larger than MH at
4.
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% total 30

ay. duration

CB

34.4

25.2 m—m

2.1

MH

15.2

10.8 m—m

1.4

av. gp . size

Most of the activities in both institutions
took place in the administration.

Thus, it would seem that

recording and assessment of behaviour at MN is limited to
the classification offices more so than at CB where its
occurrence was noted in shops, cells and passageways as well.

Recording and assessment is more centralized at MN and seems
to be more a matter of assessment in the classification
offices.

This is also due to the fact that spaces outside

the administration area for such activities in the living

units are simply not available at MH.

Furthermore, its

occurrence at CB indicates more interaction between staff
and inmates.
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34

34

CLINICAL INTERVIEW AND COUNSELLING

CLINICAL INTERVIEW AND COUNSELLING
Of importance with regard to the emphasis being

placed on reform, rehabilitation and reintegration rather than
merely custodial

aspects of

institutional programme is an

evaluation of the means used for rehabilitative treatment of
the individual.

clinical

One of the means is covered by the technique

interview and counselling, which is an indicator of

the availability of professionally trained staff

(psychiatrists,

psychologists, counsellors, etc.).
During a typical week at CB there are usually two
psychologists, a psychiatrist who comes in twice weekly and is
on special

call, two Chaplains and at least five classification

officers.

The case

load for the treatment officers is taken

from the entire population. Classification officers presently
have the responsibility

for 80 to

100 residents, however, the

ideal is often stated to be closer to forty or fifty. The
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le

ideal

case

load

unit concept

would be

about

CB, 6.6%

At

at MH.

The

was 1.1,

was 11.0

forty (Bell, 1972).

at MH.

staff—to—resident

ratio

av.

gp .

6.6

11.0 m—m

2.0

MH

32.1

33.4 m—m

2.0

occurrence and a longer

duration.

in

It is

a

interviews

and

psychologists'

approximately half
however, during
counselling by

a
The

size

higher percentage

of

counselling took

area away from

place

inmates
highly structured activity at both the two

in the administration

institutions. Times and

the

at MH were

and

CB

Counselling at MH was

of the

people. Most of

ay. duration

% total 30

domain.

per

at both institutions

at CB

technique

duration

areas.

administration

largely

were

and 33.4 man—minutes

group size being 2.0

this

the occurrences of

The average

at CB

man—minutes

the average

a living

of observations in the 30's

of technique 34 and 32.1%
occurrence

officers with

for classification

the

locations

counselling

are predesignated.
sessions

hour

period

of observation,

psychiatrist

in

lasting

one—to—one basis.

on a

Most

were observed

and classification offices
an

the

At

CB,

very little

psychologists was observed.
There was also evidence at both facilities of group therapy
sessions

the

taking

classification

place in

which

and

the

treatment

staff

(psychologists,

officers, etc.) were involved.
It

must

be pointed

out,

however, that this
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counselling form of "treatment" never encroached the inmate's
domain. Even the group therapy does little to infiltrate into
into the inmate milieu,always occurringin what can be called
the staff domain. The pattern was similar in both facilities,
however, MH has no space in the living unit for this technique
to occur unless a cell is used.
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36 GENERAL CLERICAL

36

GENERAL CLERICAL
In both

out by staff

institutions, the clerical work carried

generally occurred

in the administrative area.

Clerical work was done only by those hired

for office work,

the function being clearly delineated from custodial functions.
They maintained regular
p.m.

In

office hours from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30

the shops and schools general clerical duties were

done by residents specifically assigned to those duties.

%

total 30

av. duration

av. gp . size

CB

55.7

24.5 m—m

1.8

MH

38.8

21.5 m—m

1.7

the biggest
percentage of all techniques in the 30 series.
At CB it made
General clerical work comprised

up 55.7%

and 38.8% at MH.

The average durations and the

60

average

group sizes at

the

two

institutions

General clerical work had

one of the

similar.

biggest

technique of the Formal Administration series
the tasks are fairly routine and consequently have

durations
because

were quite

relatively

of

any

large

durations.
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37 INMATE MEETINGS

1
37

1

INMATE MEETINGS

This technique was not added to the list of
techniques until the research group moved onto MH. Inmate
meetings concerned activities of the Inmate Committee at
the institution and also range meetings involving inmates,
a Classification Officer, and the Living Unit Supervisor.
%

total 30

av. duration

av. gp . size

CB
MH

4.8

377.9 m—m

9.4

Inmate meetings made up 4.8% of all recordings
at MH with an average duration of 377.9 m—m and a very large
group size of 9.4.

1

I.

In terms of inmate participation, the range
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meetings

at MH were generally quite successful.

ification
1- urnout of

seventy to eighty

and

will spawn

1

future

percent for

an

inmate

these noon hour

meetings were concerned largely with inmate

meetings. The

gripes

Supervisor usually had

and Living Unit

Class-

The

complaints,
more

and

it is hoped that these

treatment oriented group sessions

(Bell, 1972).

The

meetings
in the

units, however, offer little

acoustical separation which means

a

larger

milieu

than

the

one range.

There
the

are a

residents maintain contact.

institutional newsletter
radio

I.

number

system is employed

and aias a

of

formal methods by which

At

CB there is

a

both institutions

means

weekly
the

inmate

of communication.
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40

40

INFORMATION EXCHANGE
Formal

of

INFORMATION EXCHANGE

information exchange concerns that part

the rehabilitation programme dealing with formal instruction

of inmates in an academic or a vocational setting.
include at least
usually
academic

one staff member acting as the instructor,

in a learning setting such as in the school for
instruction (41) or in the shops and schools for

vocational instruction (42).

The occurrence and duration of

this series is structured because it is
schedule

1

It would

set out in the daily

of events. Academic instruction was found to

encompass only those activities having to

do with scholastics.

Vocational instruction was geared to learning theoretical

aspects of industrial skills such as wood—working, motor
mechanics, metal craft, etc.

The distinction between types

of instructing is dependent upon the purpose of the instruction.
A comparison of the frequency of occurrence, both at CB and ME),

I.
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I

I

is a possible indicator of the emphasis placed

in the instit-

utions on both academic and vocational instruction.
At CB, the 40 series accounted for 0.2% of all
observations, the average duration per observation being
95.7 m—m.

At MH, the 40 series accounted for 0.4% of all

observations with an average duration per occurrence of
98.1 m—m.

1

TABLE 7: 40 Series — Information Exchange

% total 40
CB
41 Academic

av. duration

MH

CB

Instruction 33.3 61.9

42 Vocational Inst.

66.7 38.1

40

0.2% 0.4%

MH

CB MH

107.0 152.3

5.0 10.0

90.3

8.1

3.7 2.7

95.7

98.1

4.3 6.5

Generally speaking, it seems that
institutions are comparable in the occurrence of
academic and vocational instruction.
for such a

(m—m) av. gp .
size

the two
formal

One factor accounting

low percentage of occurrence

is the fact that

observations were made at the end of the school term in June.
However, even during school terms only
inmates are involved.
are almost equal.

a

low percentage of

The average durations at both facilities

As in the case of the other structured

techniques, this technique occurred in only the school

and shop

area, both outside the inmate domain.

I.
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41

41

ACADEMIC

INSTRUCTION

ACADEMIC INSTRUCTION

Academic instruction accounted for 33.3% of all
observations in the 40 series at CB and for 61.9% at MN. The
average duration at CB was 107.0 m—m and 152.3 m—m at MH.
The average group size was 5.0 at CB and 10.0 at MN.
%

total 40

av. duration

ay. gp . size

CB

33.3

107.0 m—m

5.0

MH

61.9

152.3 m—m

10.0

At CB during the period of observation, the
school programme was in partial summer recess while at MH
the school was in very nearly full operation.
Prospective students at CB are interviewed
and selected by the Programme Co—Ordinator. In 1971 — 72,
the school population numbered approximately 98 with a
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projected enrolment of 160 full and part—time students.
Potential eudents at MN are interviewed by the staff before
being placed in the education programme.
approximately

100

Last academic year,

were enrolled.

In both facilities instruction is on an
informal one to one basis, rather than formal lecturing.
groups vary from eight to twelve inmates.

The

The technique is

structured for either morning or afternoon sessions or both.
The envelopes of the spaces required is explicit, extensively
used, and totally separate from the inmate domain. Once inside
the envelope at

MH

an inmate cannot leave without a specific

purpose and staff permission. At CB inmates can move relatively
freely into and out of the envelope.

No academic instruction

was observed outside the defined envelope in either facility.
At CB, however, the new living unit has been
provided with space for teaching equipment and correspondence.
During the observation period no activities were recorded here.
The remaining living units at CB, as well as those at MN, do
not have space in which this technique could occur.
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42

42

VOCATIONAL

INSTRUCTION

VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTION
.

At CB the Supervisor of Vocational Training

interviews and selects students for vocational school.
vocational

The

programme is conducted in spaces aval table in

the shop envelope and in some cases in the shops themselves.
At MH, however, vocational and academic instruction appear to
be conducted simultaneously in the same envelope.
Vocational instruction accounted for 66.7% of
all observations in the 40 series at CB and for 38.1% at MH.

The average duration at CB was 90.3 m—m and 8.1 m—m at MI-1.
The average group size was 3.7 at CB and 2.7 at MH.
% total 40

ay. duration

ay. gp . size

CB

66.7

90.3 m—m

3.7

MH

38.1

8.1 m—m

2.7

The occurrence of vocational instruction is
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projected enrolment of 160 full and part—time students.
Potential students at MN are interviewed by the staff
before being placed in the education programme.

Last

academic year, numbered approximately 100 were enrolled.
In both facilities instruction is on an informai
one to one basis, rather than formai lecturing.
vary from eight to twelve inmates.

The groups

The technique is structured

for either morning or afternoon sessions or both. The envelope
of the spaces required is explicit, extensively used, and
totally separate from the inmate domain. Once inside the
envelope at MN an inmate cannot leave without a specific
purpose and staff permission. At CB inmates can move
relatively freely into and out of the envelope.

No academic

instruction was observed outside the defined envelope in either
facility.
At CB, however, the new living unit has been
provided with space for teaching equipment and correspondence.
During the observation period no activities were recorded here.
The remaining living units at CB, as well as those at MH, do
not have space in which this technique could occur.
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more frequent at CB than at MH and also of longer duration,
the average group sizes being very close. There appears to
be

a greater emphasis placed on vocational training at CB

than at MH.
this

The ratio of staff to residents involved in

technique at CB is 1.3 which provides almost individual

attention •for each inmate.
strongly over—shadowed by

The instruction, however, is
the production aspects.
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70 ACADEMIC AND VOCATIONAL PRODUCTION

70

ACADEMIC AND VOCATIONAL PRODUCTION
This series of techniques represents aspects

of the education, vocational

training and industrial

production programmes. The technique academic development

(74) represents any aspect in the development of academic
abilities other than formal classroom

instruction. The

other techniques of this series were used to indicate both
vocational

training and industrial production. At CB there

was a distinction made between vocational

and production

shops, but the research team decided to group the two because
both achieved the same goals of ski Ils, development and

production of usable goods.
structured vocational

At MH there was no formally

programme and instruction was given only

as on—the—job training.
Academic and vocational
included

production have been

in the group of structured techniques because specific

spaces and times are scheduled for these activities to occur.
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TABLE

8: 70 Series — Academic and Vocational Production
% total 70

av. group

duration

av.

( m—m )
MH

CB

71

74

Development of
Vocational and
Academic Skills
Development of
Academic
Abilities

size

MH

CB

85.6 92.4

21.1

7.6

22.9
21.9

MH

CB

1.9

1.6

25.7

1.8

1.6

20.1

1.9

1.6

19.7
•

14.4

70

6.1% 4.5%

The academic and vocational

production series

accounted for 6.1% of all observations made at CB and for 4.5%
at MH.
and at

The average duration per occurrence at CB was

MH was 20.1 m—m.

institutions for all

21.9 m—m

The average group size in both

techniques was

1.9 at CB and 1.6 at MH.

During observations, the observers recorded woodworking, metal crafts and motor mechanics activities separately
from activities involving vocational

and industrial

production

techniques (such as electronics, plumbing, canvas, printing).

However,

for purposes of analysis all

of these techniques have

been integrated. Grouping all the techniques together
produced a measure of the extent of the entire vocational and
industrial programmes.
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71 DEVELOPMENT OF VOCATIONAL
AND INDUSTRIAL SKILLS

71

DEVELOPMENT OF VOCATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL SKILLS
The development of vocational abilities accounted

For 85.6% of occurrences of the 70 series, while the comparable
figure at MH was 92.4% of occurrences.

at CB were 31.1 m—m and

The average durations

19.7 m—m at MH.

% total 70

av. duration

CB

85.6

31.1 m—m

1.9

MH

92.4

19.7 m—m

1.6

av.

gp . size

The durations at the two institutions indicate

considerably more time being spent by inmates at CB

in vocational

and industrial work than at MH.
The shops at CB were fairly old and the equipment

was generally of very high quality, but activity levels in the
shops were usually quite low.

At MH, both the shops and the

equipment were virtually brand new, but activity levels were
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even lower.

An inadequate ventilation system at MH left shops

hot and stuffy influencing the low activity level. Furthermore,
at MH there is

no visual access out of the shops.

The problem,

however, appears to be deeper than this. Although it was not

the purpose of this project to evaluate shop instructors, there
was

no reason to hold them responsible for any degree of shop

inactivity.

The greatest problem appears to be one of motivation.

Shop activity levels

as organized seem to depend solely on the

initiative of the inmates themselves.
work appears to come from
their

The only incentive for

the inmates own desire to occupy

time.
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74

74

DEVELOPMENT OF ACADEMIC ABILITIES

DEVELOPMENT OF ACADEMIC ABILITIES

This technique was observed to occur primarily
in the academic envelope of each institution with some
additional recordings being made in the

living area.

At CB 14.4% of all occurrences of the 70 series
were academic development while at MH

the figure was only 7.6%.

The average duration at CB was 22.9 m—m and the average group
size was 1.8, while ah MH the average duration was 25.7 m—m
with an average group size of

1

1.6.

% total 70

ay. duration

CB

14.4

22.9 m—m

1.8

MH

7.6

25.7 m—m

1.6

ay. gp . size

Academic development at both institutions was
largely an individual

process.

Instead of formal

lectures,

each siudent learned at a rate commensurate with his abilities.
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I
•
Instruction was given to each student on an individual basis
and residents were often observed tutoring one another.
The greatest problem of the educational
programme is not so much the lack of space or staff, but
raiher,

the difficulty in teaching the range of subjects

sought by students. Consequently,
only

1

the institutions can offer

a limited range of subjects. St. Lawrence College in

Kingston provides instruction in some subjects and some
residents

of CB attend Queen's University on a day basis.

SUMMARY

The techniques of the series academic and
vocational

production made up only a very small percentage

of all recordings at the two institutions. These figures
are highlighted even more because of the fact that shop and
school periods were scheduled to occur each weekday. In
spite

of the hours specifically assigned to these two

programme aspects, their percentage of occurrence is less
than

one would expect.
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SEMI-STRUCTURED TECHNIQUES

GENERAL COMMENTS
A look at types of group processes at correctional
facilities during the pilot study at Warkworth Institution and
in preliminary readings led to the formulation of a semistructured set of techniques that are planned within the correctional objectives for the facility but not scheduled to occur
at any specific time or with any specific participant. Semistructured techniques usually occur in spaces for indefinite
lengths of time, with the duration dependent entirely upon the
participants involved.

At the same time, the activities were

nol- completely free to occur anywhere and at any time.

Some

activities were dependent upon certain conditions for their
occurrence.
The technique series categorized as semi—structured
techniques include:

80

Recreation;

Social Recreation.

and 60

Social Contact;

50

Individual

The semi—structured

technique categories accounted for 35.4% of all observations

77

made

ah CB

and

TABLE

23.1% at MH

(Table

9 ).

Semi—Structured Technique Series

9:

%

total obs.

av. duration

Series
CB
80

Social Contact

50

Individual
Recreation

60

av. group
size

( m—m )

MH

CB

MH

CB

_MLI

7.5

3.1

77.5

37.9

3.8

1.9

11.6

11.7

26.9

34.9

2.2

2.4

16.3

10.0

126.9

147.7

8.3

6.3

35.4%

24.8%

84.0

80.7

5.3

3.9

Social
Recreation
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80

80

SOCIAL CONTACT

SOCIAL CONTACT

The social contact series accounts for interaction
in a semi—structured fashion between inmates and their visitors
(82), interaction with another person by phone (81), or by
informal

information exchange (84).

Crucial to the occurrence

of this series is interaction between at least two people, the
purpose

of their interaction not being defined by the place in

which it takes
TABLE

place or by the spaces made available.
10: 80 Series — Social

total 80

%

Contact

av. duration

av. group
size

( m—m )
CB
81
82
84

Communication
by Phone

8.1

MN

32.5

Outside
Visiting

53.1 22.5

Informal
Instructing

38.7 45.0

80

7.5% 3.1%

CB

CB

MN

3.1

1.0

1.0

134.5 128.6

5.5

2.8

2.2

MN

16.4

18.7

2.7

3.2

77.5

37.9

3.8

1.9

79

This technique category accounted for 7.5% of

all observations made at CB and 3.1% at MH.

The average

time per observation at CB was found to be 77.5 m—m and at

MH the comparable figure was 37.9 m—m.

The average group

size at CB (3.8) was also larger than at MH, where the
average group size was

1.9.

In all three measures then, CB ranked above MH,
in the category social contact. Possible sources for

this

variation may be found upon a closer examination of the
technique sub—categories at both institutions.

80

81

81

COMMUNICATIONS BY PHONE

COMMUNICATIONS BY PHONE
Communications by phone is classed as a semi-

structured technique because phone communication

is essential

and may occur at any time and in any place where there is a
phone. For example, at some period during the day, a shop
instructor may receive a call from classification requesting
that an individual be released in order to attend an interview.
The time at which this call was made was not predetermined but
there was a definite purpose for the call. The use of phones
was restricted to staff in both institutions, but,

1

performed clerical functions in the shops were often observed
answering incoming calls.
% total 80

I.

inmates who

ay. duration

av. gp . size

CB

8.1

2.2 m—m

1.0

MH

32.5

3.1 m—m

1.0
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Of

all observations at CB in the semi—structured

category of the 80's series, 8.1% were communications by phone.
The comparable figure for the technique at MH was 32.5% of
occurrences

within the 80's.

The average

time per occurrence

indicating average duration per phone call was 2.2 m—m at CB
and 3.1 m—m

at MH.
The

frequency of occurrences of communications by

were much higher at MH than at CB. The higher occurrence
at MH is accounted for by the fact thaF the staff at MH are

phone

security of the institution
(MH) is maintained by fixed guard stations throughout the
complex which are interconnected by telephone. Since there is
less mobile than those at CB.

The

greater emphasis on internal security at that institution than
at CB, the phone takes on increased importance.

Before an

inmate moves anywhere within MH, all the security staff along
line must be informed of the impending move, whereas at CB
internal security is not so stringent. At CB an inmate may

the

move about without the number of security precautions characteristic of MH.
Most of the communications

by phone occurred in

both the institutions, the figure being
47.4% of observations in the technique (81) for CB and 46.2%
for MH, thus indicating that half of all observed communications
the administrations for

by phone occurred as a part of the daily work of the administration. Since inmates in both institutions have limited access
to phones, the high percentage of staff, (92.5% at CB and 89.1%
at MH), involved in this technique seems credible.
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82

OUTSIDER

VISITING
Visiting by outsiders occurs in specifically

designated spaces. These visits may take place only during
specified hours in the morning from nine to eleven and in
the

afternoon from one to four.
Of

technique
outsider

all observations in the semi—structured

category, 53.1% were recordings of occurrence of
visiting at CB and 22.5% at MH.

The average

duration of a visit was 134.5 m—m per occurrence at CB and
128.6 m—m

at MN.

%

total 80

av.

duration

ay. gp . size

CB

53.1

134.5 m—m

5.5

MH

22.5

128.6 m—m

2.8

All visiting by family and friends at CB was
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limited to the visiting area which was an open room with coffee
tables and groups of chairs around them and a wide observation
room in which the office in charge of visits and correspondence
sits for the duration of the visiting period. Because of the
volume of people who come for visits and the limited amount of
room, CB attempts to limit the number of visitors to three or
less,
At MN visiting carrels have been substituted for
open visits. Two officers were present in the observation room
during visiting hours. From the point of view of security
these carrels stop one channel of the flow of contraband (drugs
being the major item) into the institution. At CB on the other
hand, the open visit policy opens up an additional avenue for
such flow.

Inmates are not usually searched after visits so

ihere is no check on the flow of contraband.

The much higher rate of outsider visiting at CB
may be accounted for by a combination of factors. The
institution itself is closer to a large populated area with
comparably better means of transportation to it than MH. The
ability to come into bodily contact without having a glass
separating the people may be another important factor.

It

seems that the ability to seek out and share private space
plays an important part in enhancing visits. That people
seek private space and claim it, is demonstrated by the observations made of the visiting room at CB when the first inmates
arrive to await their visits.

The first spaces chosen are

those in the far corners of the room, the chairs there are
turned around to face the wall, away from the observation
windows. Not only does this give added privacy but it also
reduces the risk of being detected passing contraband. The
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next

in

line

are

the centre of the
chairs, once
must

make

do

fill up those

and

room which obstruct

with what has been left them
chairs

around

as possible

presiding officer at CB.

for

officer's view,
and tend
of the

the

larger groups

seeking

out as

was observed time
In spite

of the

in
the

Later visitors

him.

to first

room turning

the centre of the

turned away from

inwards to form a circle

visiting

perimeter

Finally,

the wall.

up, the chairs are

the

This pattern of
for

the

again, being turned away from

them all towards
filled

those areas behind two supporting columns

officer
of

room is
on

duty

visitors.

much private space

and

again by

fact that

in

the

many
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instances the room was overcrowded, holding up to 100 to 180
people at a time, and that there is very little private space
left, people continue to crowd in.
Another type of visiting involves groups from
At CB they account for the differences in

the community.

group size behween the two institutions. Two events occurred
involving a large number of outsiders; the twenty—fifth
anniversary party of Alcoholics Anonymous, and Cursillo,
religious group meeting which involved over 60 visitors.
While the AA party was a special event, occurring only that
one time, the Cursillo group meeting take place every Thursday
evening for a period of approximately two hours.
There are a number of special groups involving
community participation at CB. Besides AA and Cursillo,
there is the Circle Group for drug addicts which meets weekly;
the Drama Group; the Salvation Army Bible Class and Berean
Christian Group involving about 40 members of the community;
the B.U.S. Group (R.C.) which meets weekly and involves about
20 outsiders. Two self—help groups sponsored by outside people
are the One for One Group and the 7 Steps Group, both of which
meet weekly to attempt to assist inmates for their eventual
release. Other special groups include 10+ for inmates serving
over ten years;

a Native Brotherhood Group for the Indian

population; a Creative Writing Group; a Scripture Group (R.C.);
a Language Arts (taught by a teacher from St. Lawrence College)
and a French Group led by one of the classification officers.
There are only six special groups at MH involving
outside participation; AA, 10+ Group, Native Brotherhood,
Fortune Society, Music Group and Art Group.
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INFORMAL INSTRUCTING

84

84

INFORMAL INSTRUCTING
Informal instructing is any kind

given by either

staff or residents.

spontaneously within

or school.
between

of verbal aid

It usually occurs

a structured situation such as a shop

The amount of purposeful interaction occurring

staff or residents in an informal manner was

measured by this

technique.

At CB the frequency of its occurrence in the
80 series was 38.7%, whereas at MH it was 45.0%.

The average

per occurrence at CB was 16.4 m—m at MH it was 18.7 m—m.
The average group size at CB was slightly smaller at 2.7 than
at MH (3.2).
m—m

%

total 80

ay. duration

av. gp . size

CB

38.7

16.4 m—m

2.7

MH

45.0

18.7 m—m

3.2
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Both sets of observations indicate high percentages of occurrence of informal instructing,

in the shops

and school areas, the figures being 76.7% of occurrences of
the technique at CB and 83.3% of the occurrences of

informal

instruction at MH.
The higher occurrence of

informal instructing

at MH is due to the fact that staff at MH was not as involved
in performing the jobs in the shops themselves, as they were

at CB. They spent more of their time supervising the work of
the residents thus being able to involve themselves in

directing their work.

The involvement of visitors in inforMal

instructing occurred mostly

in the administration and

encompasses instruction of outside visitors by staff as well
as professionals involved

in jobs within the institution, but

who are not part of the staff.

SUMMARY
The series Social Contact offers an assortment of
techniques with official

activities. Conversations are generally

of very brief duration.

Informal instructing showed a willing-

ness of staff and residents to co—operate under certain
conditions. The technique of outsider visiting demonstrates the
importance of locale for citizen participation in institutional
programmes.
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50

INDIVIDUAL RECREATION
Although recreation periods

are scheduled,

the

actual form of recreation to be pursued is often at the discretion
of the resident.

It occurs spontaneously within any given period

of time, although not always

in its predesignated

techniques in this category were observed
For example, an inmate may be writing a

location.

Some

in a variety of spaces.

letter during a period

designated for work in the shops, or he may be smoking or snacking
in a corridor. For these reasons, techniques related to recreation were considered to be semi—structured. Recreation may occur
on an individual

or a group level, thus the natural

distinction in

types of recreation differentiation into techniques of
recreation (50)

and social

individual

recreation techniques (60).

Individual recreation includes watching television,
listening to the radio,

playing musical instruments, working with
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handicrafts, writing letters, having a snack, and any activity
related to personal hygiene.

The series accounted for 11.6% of

all occurrences at CB and 11.7%

at MH.

The average time per

occurrence was also comparable at both institutions: 26.9 m-m
at CB and 34.9 m-m at MH.

TABLE II:

50 SERIES - Individual Recreation

% total 50
CB

. 52 Watching Television

MH

22.0 30.9

av. duration
m-m
CB

MH

av. group
size

MH

CB

59.7

78.6

2.9

3.7

53 Listening to the Radio 18.8

7.4

26.5

10.4

2.9

1.3

54 Musical Instruments

4.1

4.0

24.5

35.9

3.0

2.4

55 Handicrafts

5.1

7.2

25.0

20.9

1.8

1.3

56 Writing Letters

3.3

2.5

15.3

14.0

1.0

1.1

57 Snacks

20.7 34.9

12.1

14.2

2.0

2.2

58 Personal Hygiene

21.2

13.4

9.5

10.1

1.2

1.1

59 Individual Games

5.1

---

29.1

----

1.0

---

11.6% 11.7% 26.9

34.9

2.2

2.4

50
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52 WATCHING TELEVISION

52

WATCHING TELEVISION
During the evening and on weekends, television

was available to most inmates

in their living units at both CB

and MH. At CB inmates are provided with other activities in
the area.

At MH separate dayrooms, adjacent to the ranges,

equipped with televisions. While this affords visual

are

and

acoustical privacy for the activity, it also limits the use of
that space since virtually no other major activities occurred
while the television was in use.
Watching television at CB accounted for 22.0%
of recordings for the 50 series.

At MH the figure was 30.9%.

As one might expect, the average time per occurrence was quite
large (CB — 59.7 m—m, MH — 78.6 m—m ) since television programmes
are of relatively long duration compared to other forms of
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Individual recreation.
%

total 50

ay. duration

ay. group size

CB

22.0

59.7 m-m

2.9

MH

30.9

78.6 m-m

3.7

This technique primarily involves residents.
The close location of the televisions to the control unit at
MH

makes it easy, however, for staff on occasion to watch

television as well. This was a relatively infrequent occurrence
for less than 2% of the observations involved staff. At CB no
staff were involved as the televisions were positioned at the
end of each living unit furthest from the custody office. At
CB, inmates are provided with chairs in front of the television
set. At MH, inmates are supposed to carry their own chair from
their cell to the dayroom, however, this was often not the case
since a scarcity of chairs was frequently observed.

It is

noteworthy that several inmates at MH were lying and using
tables and the floor during the time they were watching
television.
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53

LISTENING TO THE RADIO

both institutions, inmates are provided with
a radio system into each cell.
Inmates have the choice between
four or five selected stations and occasionally the inmates
At

1

broadcast their own news programme. At CB the inmates are also
allowed to purchase transitor radios for use within their
living

areas.
% total 50

ay. duration

CB

18.8

26.5 m—m

2.9

MH

7.4

10.4 m—m

1.3

This technique made

at 03, but only 7.4% at MH.

I.

group
size

av.

up 18.8% of the 50 series

The average

duration at CB was

93

I

.

26.5 m—m with an average group size of 2.9.
duration was

10.4 m—m

At

MH

with an average group size of

Besides

the average

1.3.

living areas in which the technique was

recorded, its occurrence was also noted in the shops where
receivers were either part of the furnishings or the property
of the presiding officers.

At

MH

no staff were involved

this technique, whereas at CB staff were involved only
instances (less than

5%).

in

in a few

This technique seems to serve the

function of a time— fi ller during the inmates periods of

leisure.

1

P
I
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54

54

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
The

opportunity for an inmate to spend some of

his time playing a musical instrument is limited both by the
availability of equipment and the institutional restrictions
placed on such an activity. Residents of both institutions
were allowed to use their instruments in any place and at any
time during their leisure time.
% total 50

av.

duration

ay. group
size

CB

4.1

24.5 m—m

3.0

MH

4.0

35.9 m—m

2.4

The average

group size at both institutions

suggests that it is a group—oriented activity. Contrary to
what one might expect in this technique, the playing of musical
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instruments most frequently involved two to four participants
in which several instruments were played together (usually
guitars) or one instrument was shared by the group. This
occurred most often in an inmatds cell despite the formal
restriction against an inmate entering any cell other than
his own. Residents were involved in this technique
the time at both institutions.

100%

of
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55

HANDICRAFTS
Handicrafts was defined as all hobby work done

during free time.

It relates more to an individual's personal

enjoyment rather than to the development of a marketable ski Il.
The activity is thus seen as an instructive time—filler and
included such hobbies as painting, wood carving and leather
work.

At CB pursuit of hobby crafts was supervised by a central
hobbycraft office in which staff provided the necessary

materials. Noteworthy finished products were displayed in
either the hobbycrafts office or in a cabinet in the visitors'
waiting lounge in the administration building. Finished
articles could be sold to the public with the profits from
such sales being placed in the inmate's trust. Materials for
hobbies had to be purchased by the inmates themselves.
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% total 50

av.

duration

av.

group
size

CB

5.1

25.0 m-m

1.8

MH

7.2

20.9 m-m

1.3

Occurrences of
instruments,

this technique, as with musical

was fairly low at both institutions. The average

time per single occurrence ranged from 25.0 m-m at CB to 20.9
m-m at MH.
The average group size was under two at both
institutions. The

activity was always recorded in the living

units of both institutions and involved residents 100% of the
lime.
It was not used by staff to develop a stronger relationship with the inmates.
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56

56

WRITING LETTERS

WRITING LETTERS
This technique was defined as a personal activity

involving an inmate writing a letter or other forms of written
communication.

It is an activity initiated by the individual

for his own personal reasons

and therefore is considered

as a

form of individual recreation.

-% total 50

ay. duration

ay. group
size

CB

3.3

15.3 m—m

1.0

MH

2.5

14.0 m—m

1.1

This technique occurred relatively infrequently

ah both institutions and lasted for comparable lengths of time.
By nature,

it involved usually one resident in his own cell.

Only one observation outside of the living unit was recorded.
This involved an inmate at

M1-1 writing a letter during a work

period in one of the shops.
Clearly this technique demands a certain amount
of privacy and inevitably occurs

in one's cell. The restricted
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use

indicates

the

facility.

the

control

of

movement

of

materials throughout
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57 SNACKS

57

SNACKS
Under

the technique of "snacks" were encompassed

all activities related to
regularly scheduled meals.
is it spatially defined

food consumption other than during
The activity is not scheduled nor

for consumption.

however, is dependent upon supplies
is

The preparation,

and facilities. Hence, it

a form of semi-structured individual recreation.
%

total 50

av. duration

av. group
size

CB

20.7

12.1 m-m

2.0

MH

34.9

14.2 m-m

2.2

Snacking

made up a very large portion of the

At CB it made up 20.7% of all
observations with an average duration of 12.1 m-m. At MH the
Individual Recreation category.

figures were 34.9% of the 50 series and a duration of 14.2 m-m.
The average group size was very nearly the same at both CB (2.0)
and MH (2.2).
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I.
At CB snacking was observed
blocks and three of the shops.

I

staff being restricted.
in all

living units and control

the shops and schools,
and administration.
occurrences.

1

Ah MH,

Staff

It involved residents only,
snacking was observed not only
centres and several areas in

but also in the exercise yard, cloisters

Residents were involved

in most of the

involvement is extremely light. Snacking

in the shops and school area often occurs
coffee break.

in all of the cell

in the form of a

In these instances, as well

as others, inmate-

inmate interaction is the predominant activity as conversations
between two or three inmates tend to develop.
In general,
extensive at

MH.

the snacking seems to be more

It occurs more

frequeely,

in more varied

spaces and also involves more varied kinds of activities.
Although no definite explanation is possible,

it should be

noted that inmates at CB are able to carry on conversations
during scheduled meals whereas at

MH

residents are segregated

in their individual cells at mealtimes.
suggest that snacking, to some inmates at

The data seems to

MH,

is perceived as

an important means of getting together with one's peers.

I.
II
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58

58

PERSONAL HYGIENE

PERSONAL HYGIENE

This technique refers to an individual's maintenance

of a state of personal cleanliness. Personal hygiene

includes washing, showering, changing one's clothes, combing
one's

hair, etc.
% total 50

av. duration

av. group
size

CB

21.2

9.5 m—m

1.2

MH

13.4

10.1 m—m

1.1

Personal hygiene

made up 21.2% of all recordings

in the 50 series at CB and 13.4% at MH. The average duration
and group sizes were very nearly the same at both institutions.
The technique occurs in most of the spaces open
to inmates at both

institutions, most frequently occurring in

the living units where washing facilities are fixed. Often,
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occurrences of personal hygiene in the shops are a part of a
general clean—up at the conclusion of a work period.
instances,

ln these

residents congregate around wash basins in small

groups, using the incidence for further inmate—inmate

inter-

actions.
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59 INDIVIDUAL GAMES

59

INDIVIDUAL GAMES

This technique includes any instances of individual
recreation which could not be adequately covered by any
other 50 series

techniques.

of the

It includes individual games such

solitaire.
% total 50

ay. duration

av. group
size

CB

5.1

29.1 m—m

1.0

MN

This technique was employed only at CB where it
made up 5.1% of the 50 series with an average duration of 29.1
m—m and a group size of 1.0.

This technique was recorded only at CB occurring
relatively infrequently in the living units and in one of the
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as

school rooms.
it is truly

The average duration and group size shows that

an individual activity which lasts for a

considerable length

of time.

SUMMARY
Individual recreation provides

the resident with

a variety of personal and small group amusements during periods
of leisure time. The average number of participants tends to be
and occurs most often in the individual cell. The most common
characteristic of the series, therefore, appears to be a concern
low

for visual and acoustical prfvacy for small groups.
The techniques in the 50 series involved activities
that

are self—initiated during periods of relaxation. Since these

activities originate from resident rather than

staff initiative,

probable that they are meaningless relative to any
predefined correctional objectives.
Consequently, the activities
it is

under individual recreation

are perceived as merely time consuming

or a way to alleviate boredom.
of this series

The percentage of occurrence

in terms of the total number of recordings is

about 12% at both institutions. In a very general way, then,
patterns of behaviour involved in individual recreation are
surprisingly similar under slightly differ. ing
vastly different

programmes and

architectural structures.
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60 SOCIAL RECREATION

60

SOCIAL RECREATION

Social recreation embodies a set of techniques
commonly observed through group activities. These include
miniature golf, handball, table games (cards, checkers, chess),

ping pong, basketball, weightlifting, baseball,

football, track

and field.
This technique series accounted

recordings at CB and

10.0% at MH.

for

16.3% of all

Average times per each single

occurrence of an activity within this series was quite high:

CB 12.9 m—m, MH 147.7 m—m.

The average group size at CB of 8.3

was larger 1:1,-In th ,) average at MH (6.3).
Th., difference in group sizes was the result of
the differences in weather during the two periods of observation.
At CB the weather encouraged inmates to go outdoors, however,

consistently wet cool weather at MH forced the residents to stay
indoors making it more difficult to congregate in large groups.
The average duration, though, is reflective of the

larger amounts
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I
of time that are available for group sports and games

in both

institutions. The figures presented for each technique of the
60 series are not really directly comparable because of the
differences in weather.

The CB results may be used as generally

indicative of summertime activities during good weather and the
MH results show activity levels during adverse summer conditions.

TABLE 12: 60 Series - Social Recreation

61 Table Games

% total 60

av. dUration
m-m

CB

CB

MH

av. group
size
MH

MN CB

24.8

20.4

39.7

347.7

3.8

6.5

1.3

--

34.0

---

3.0

---

16.0

12.0

39.8

136.8

3.4

3.7

1.9

---

56.1

---

8.3

---

11.1

14.1

47.8

132.9

2.3

4.2

9.9

11.0

296.1

52.4

8.8

3.3

67 Baseball

15.5

26.1

422.3

102.5 23.9

3.7

68 Football

---

3.2

---

43.0

---

3.3

69 Track and Field

1.9

3.2

10.2

12.8

1.7

1.0

12.2

10.2

110.4

64.5

7.6

2.4

5.6

---

79.3

147.7

8.3

6.3

62 Ping Pong
63 Handball
64 Basketball
65 Tennis
66 Weightlifting

69a Miniature Golf
69b Horseshoes

60

16.3% 10.0% 126.9
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61

61

TABLE GAMES

TABLE GAMES
This

chess,

technique consists of games of cards, checkers,

bingo, etc., in which more than one person is involved.
At both institutions table games was a fairly pre-

dominant

technique in the social recreation series accounting for

24.8% of observations of the 60 series at CB and 20.4% at MH.
% total 60

av. duration

CG

24.8

39.7 m—m

3.8

MH

20.4

347.7 m—m

6.5

ay.

gp . size

the percentage of occurrences are fairly
comparable, incidences of technique 61 were of much longer
Although

duration at MH

and involved greater numbers of participants. The

long average duration and inflated group size at MH was due to a
bingo game which was arranged in the gymnasium on a Friday evening
by

the Inmate Commithee.

using

Inclement weather prevented inmates from

the exercise yard. This was an impromptu event organized at
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1
the last minute after the Inmate Committee learned that the
exercise area was not aval able for recreation. The event lasted
for approximately two hours and involved about 70 residents. At
CB table games also occurred in the gymnasium. Cards, chess and
checkers were the predominant games being played despite the noise
from other activities (e.g., basketball) going on at the same time.

1

The average number of participants involved in table games was
larger at MH, ranging from two to eight people due to the bingo
game in which greater numbers of residents sat at a table, than at
CB where the group size ranged from two to five persons.
At CB about 18% of all recordings of table games
were made in the living unit area, compared to 68% in the living
units at Ml-1. One might speculate that the dayrooms located at the

1

end of the corridor in each living unit at MH, when the televisions
are not in use, afford more privacy in which table games can occur.
OF more significance, however, is the freedom of movement afforded
inmates at CB than at MH. With a choice they prefer to get away
from the living unit.
Additional observations of this technique were made
In one shop, the
at MH in the shops and in the administration.
canvas shop, residents were unable to make mail bags because of
delays in the ordering and delivery of materials; so they spent
their days playing cards. In another instance, staff were observed
playing cards in a shop during a lunch period when the residents
were in their living units. Card games involving 14% of the total
occurrences also occurred among officers in the staff office of a
living unit and in the staff lounge in the administration wing.
Staff at CB were never recorded in this technique. This may be due
to the fact that at CB officers were not provided with a personal
space in each living unit in which to relax. Also, the staff
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lounge at CB was quite
walk to

and

from

from this area during one's

lime—consuming.
dining

a distance

At MH, the staff

hall in the administrative

the

dining

lunch

lounge was

hall and a

hour would be very

adjacent

to their

wing.

II I

62

PING PONG

64

BASKE TBALL

69B HORSESHOES

62

PING PONG

64

BASKETBALL

69B HORSESHOES
These three

techniques have been grouped together

because they occurred only at CB
MH

and therefore, comparisons with

are not possible.
total 60

av. duration

Ping Pong

1.3

34.0 m-m

3.0

Basketball

1.9

56.1 m-m

8.3

Horseshoes

5.6

79.3

3.0

%

Together
8.8%

the three activities accounted

of the total recordings of the 60 series at CB.

duration
number

for only
The average

of a single occurrence of ping pong was 34.0 m-m.

of participants ranged from two to four.

up only 1.9%
size

av. gp . size

of 8.3.

Basketball

The
made

of the social recreation series with an average group
Horseshoes

made up 5.6% of the 60 series.
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A separate room adjoining the gymnasium is designated

for ping pong and contains two regulation size tables.

Basketball was played
equipment.

in the gymnasium which afforded the necessary

The games always began spontaneously, the residents .

choosing sides at the time of play. The average number of
participants per occurrence (8.3)

indicates that the games were

extremely informal since there never were sufficient players
two full

teams. Horseshoes waS played

in a designated area in the

exercise yard. This technique normally involved two to four
inmates.

for

HANDBALL

63

63

HANDBALL

Another popular sport among inmates was handball.
Three concrete walls in the exercise yard were provided at CB and
two at MH, providing six and four courts respectively.
% total 60

av.

duration

av.

gp . size

CB

16.0

39.8 m-m

3.4

MH

12.0

136.8 m-m

3.7

A slightly greater incidence of this technique was

recorded at CB (16%) than at MH (12.0%). However,

the average

duration per occurrence of handball was considerably higher at MH
(136.8 m-m) than at CB (39.8 m-m).

The games were either singles

or doubles.
The average durations might prove misleading because
handball was actually one of the most popular activities at both
institutions.

Whenever the residents were in the yard, the hand-

ball courts were usually occupied almost immediately.

The
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difference, then, between
recording
recorded

of the data
the

activity

the

itself.

durations is probably
It may be that

for longer

periods

of

the

due

to

the

observers

time at MH.
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65

TENNIS

65 TENNIS
The tennis courts in both facilities (2 at CB and 4
at MH) received regular use.

% total 60

av. duration

av. gp . size

CB

11.1

47.8 m-m

2.3

MH

14.1

132.9 m-m

4.2

.

As with handball, percentages of occurrence are
comparable (CB 11.1% of 60 series and MH 14.1%) yet MH is considerably higher in terms of average duration.

The average group size

at CB (2.3) was only about half that of MH (4.2).
The higher average duration at MH can be accounted
for partly by the larger average number of participants per
occurrence at MH, and for the same possible recording differences
as exhibited in handball.

Games at CB usually involved two

residents, whereas at MH four inmates and sometimes more would
alternate playing tennis. The courts at MH were enclosed by a high
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fence so that ball retrieval was made easier.

At CB there was no

fence, and tennis players were often seen retrieving the tennis
ball from nearby handball courts and baseball diamond. This in
itself may offer one explanation for the greater numbers of
participants at MH.

If playing tennis is going to involve chasing

the ball for half of the game, then the residents (like anyone
else for that matter) are more likely to search out some other
activity.
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66

WEIGHTLIFTING

WEIGHTLIFTING
This activity along with handball and baseball are

the most popular outdoor activities.
Weight lifting accounted for 9.9% of the 60 series
techniques at CB and 11.0% at MH. However, average duration per
occurrence and average group size are not comparable between the
two institutions, the average duration being much higher at MH and
group size being larger at CB.

1

% total 60

av. duration

av. gp . size

CB

9.9

296.1 m—m

8.8

MH

11.0

52.4 m—m

3.3

Since both institutions provide the equipment for
weightlifting in the exercise yard, these differences could
possibly be due to the weather conditions encountered during the
visit.

It will be noted that at CB the weather was sunny and

warm, while at MH it was cold and rainy.

I.

This could effect the
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number of residents involved in the technique and also the length
of time which the residents could spend involved in that activity.
Thus, while frequency of occurrence of weight lifting is comparable
at CB and MH, the nperseverence" of an inmate in the activity,
i.e. the duration, could have been affected by the unfavourable
weather conditions encountered.
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67

BASEBALL

BASEBALL
Baseball is probably the most popular summertime

sport at both CB and MH.

It is one of the few organized sports

at the two institutions. The exercise yards at both facilities
contain two baseball diamonds with bleachers
% total 60

ay. duration

for spectators.
av. gp . size

CB

15.5

422.3 m—m

23.9

MH

26.1

102.5 m—m

3.7

Baseball accounts for
ah CB and 26.1% at MH. However,

15.5% of the 60Is recordings

in terms of average duration per

occurrence, a single recording of baseball lasted for more man—

minutes (422.3) at CB than at MH (102.5 m—m)

and with a greater

average number of participants (CB 23.9 and MH 3.7).

Teams of inmates play against each other and both
institutions have a team entered in one of the local

community

leagues. Both teams have an advantage over their opponents
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because every game is
tion at CB two
forced

a home game.

During

of these games were played, however, the weather

the postponement of two contests at MH.
Not only was baseball played

just

the period of observa-

on the diamonds but also

about anywhere else. Other smaller games of catch were

observed

in peripheral areas of the baseball field and occasionally

in the gym (at CB) and in the cloisters (at MH).

1
I.
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68

68

FOOTBALL

FOOTBALL
Very few recordings

of football were made (and only

and this was probably because it was not "football season".
Football was observed in the yard and in a cloister.
at MH)

%

total

60

av. duration

CB

■,.

MH

60 series.

group size

av.

3.2

of

.■,1

43.0 m-m

Football made up only
The average duration was

gp . size

3.2%

3.3

of the recordings of the

43.0 m-m with

an average

3.3.
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69 TRACK AND FIELD

69

TRACK AND FIELD
Both institutions have a large track encircling

the perimeter of the exercise yard which is used for jogging by

some inmates. There were no facilities or equipment for any other
track and field activities.
% total 60

av. duration

av. gp . size

CB

1.9

10.2 m-m

1.7

MH

3.2

12.8 m-m

1 .0

Occurrence of the technique was relatively low

at

both institutions (CB 1.9% and MN 3.2%) as was the average
duration of single occurrence (CB 10.2 m-m and MN 12.8 m-m).
The average group size was only 1.7 at CB and

1.0 at MH.

Since the common type of activity observed for the
technique was jogging, the traditional
as a competitive group-oriented sport

concept of track and field

is somewhat altered.

The

average number of participants involved gives evidence of the
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personal—oriented

nature of

residents were recorded

as

sense, the technique

this

than to

"social"

technique.

this

being involved
seems

more

in

Usually
track

record

observers designated it by

recordings
times

as

of

two

field.

In

"individual"

recreation.

track. Rather than

there were nearly

and

closely related to

Many residents were observed walking

the

one or

as

track

this

as

use of the

track

many recordings

of

walking recordings involved

walking

about

and field, the

activity "walking".

many walking recordings

and field. At MH

round and round
At

CB

made in the yard as

there were nearly three

as of

track

two persons

and field. Most

(2.4

at CB;

2.1

at

MM).

69A

I

MINIATURE GOI,F

I

MINIATURE GOLF

69A

CB has
exercise
paved

yard,

hockey

while MH has

total 60

fixtures that

are put in the

ay. duration

av. gp .

size

CB

12.2

110.4 m-m

7.6

MH

10.2

64.5 m-m

2.4

Although

for

portable

similar proportions

facilities (CB

the technique of miniature golf
of the 60

12.2%, MH 10.2%)

was considerably higher at CB

The average

its

cushion.

%

1
I

a permanent miniature golf course in

number

accounted

series recordings at both

the average

(110.4 m-m)

of participants tends

duration

per occurrence

than at MH (64.5 m-m).
to account

for

this

difference.

The
miniature golf
ment

I.

but,

inmates

of MH

expressed displeasure with

equipment. They did not want

rather, were expressing

a

dislike

more permanent
for the

whole

the
equip-

concept.
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Inmates contribute some of their own monies to the athletjc equipment fund yet at the time the miniature golf equipment was
purchased they had no voice in the choice of new equipment. Often
inmates at MH improvised with the equipment provided by using the
putter to drive the balls to the opposite end of the hockey rink,
bouncing the golf balls off the boards.
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I
SUMMARY

SUMMARY
In general, techniques concerned with recreation
and amusement in group—oriented activities accounted
more of the recordings at CB than at MH.

for about 60%

In most cases the

techniques in this series involved participation outside
exercise yard.

in the

It has been frequently mentioned and should be

stressed again that the sole factor suggested to account

for these

differences is the cold, rainy weather that was experienced during
the observation period at MH.
The great majority of the recordings in this series
involve activities that are semi—structured
although spaces are usually defined,

in nature; that

is,

the occurrence and duration

of a technique are unscheduled and can happen at any time within
allotted leisure periods

in the activity areas.

Baseball is an

exception to this classification. At CB this technique was a
scheduled event where organized, uniformed teams played
number of spectators looked on.

I.

and a fair

These recordings were few in
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number but long in duration.

The bulk of occurrences of baseball,

however, it should be noted, were informal games of catch.

Another

exception occurs at Ml-1 when the inmate committee organized a game
of bingo in the gymnasium on a rainy evening. Again, this occasion
accounted for a small

proportion of techniques and most

instances

of table games were of an unscheduled nature.
The formal aim of recreation in the rehabilitative
programme, as previously mentioned, is to "encourage the development of responsibility by allowing resident representatives to
schedule and operate their own programmes". This would be evident
if one were to observe a great deal
sporting events.

of resident—initiated organized

This was not the case at either

institution. For

this reason the techniques in this series are perceived by the
observers as basically time— fi llers. They provide a means of
diversion for

inmates and it seems difficult, if not impossible,

to relate these techniques to any rehabilitative aspect of the
programme.
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90

90

INFORMAL ADJUSTMENTS

INFORMAL ADJUSTMENTS
Unstructured techniques differ from structured and

semi—structured techniques in that they may occur spontaneously
at any time and in any place rather than being a scheduled part of
the programme. Within any institutional setting with its formally
prescribed rules and schedules, most people strive to "be
themselves" regardless of the role they play in the formal
structure. Through these."Informal Adjustments" they look for
"safety valves" through which tensions brought on by institutional
demands or conditions may be effectively reduced. Residents and
staff alike are subject to such pressures which are characteristic
of any type of organization.
The unstructured techniques include staff—resident
(91),

staff—staff

clowning

(94),

(92),

resting

and resident—resident conversations
(95),

and helping

(96).

(93),

All of these

happen within the correctional programme, although not directly
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TABLE 13: 90 Series - Informal Adjustments

.%

total 90

av. duration

av. group
size

m-m

CB

MH

CB

CB

MH

MH

91

Staff-Resident Conv.

5.1

7.1

9.7

27.4

2.6

2.7

92

Staff-Staff Conv.

6.2

5.3

46.7

18.8

2.7

2.7

93

Resident-Resident Con.4I.7

42.4

28.6

41.6

2.9

2.9

94

Clowning

5.1

3.8

7.6

13.5

2.1

2.4

95

Resting

41.4

41.2

26.5

33.0

2.4

1.8

96

Helping

0.7

0.5

7.2

3.3

2.3

2.1

46.6% 56.0% 27.8

33.6

2.8

2.5

90

related to any stated correctional

goal because of the existence

of the institution.
In general, the 90 series at MH accounted for a
greater percentage of all observations (56.0%) than at CB (46.6%).
Also, average duration per occurrence was slightly greater.
Although MH exhibited a greater amount of informal
adjustments than CB, when one compares a technique within the
series for each facility, as will be seen, both CB and MH show
similar patterns in terms of percentage of occurrences.
Since the unstructured techniques, by definition,
may occur at any time and in any space, it would be instructive
to expand the examination to determine in which major areas each
technique seems to have more emphasis. Differences between facilities do stand out when one takes a closer look at the data in
Ihis

way. The five major areas to be examined are:

I) Living

131

Area;

2)

Area;

and

Shops

5)

and School;

3)

Passageways;

4)

Activity

Administration.
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91

91

STAFF-RESIDENT CONVERSATION

STAFF—RESIDENT CONVERSATION
Staff—resident

the verbal interaction of staff and residents

used io describe

when it occurred spontaneously

and not as the result of programme.

a stated purpose such as informal instruct-

It was not defined by
ing

conversation (S—R) was a technique

(84), academic instruction (41), or clinical

interview and

counselling (34).

At CB 5.1 percent of all occurrences in Informal
Adjustments were S—R
There was

conversation compared to 7.1 percent at MH.

a much smaller average duration per occurrence at CB

(9.7 m—m) than at MH (27.4 m—m).

The average group size at CB was

2.6 participants and at MH 2.7 participants involving approximately
equal numbers

of staff and residents. Thus, S—R conversations

occurred mostly

in small groups.
% total 90

ay. duration

ay.

gp . size

CB

5.1

9.7 m—m

2.6

MH

7.1

27.4 m—m

2.7
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I

1

It seems that the large difference in average
duration per occurrence can be accounted for by: I) differences
in location and size of passageways at CB and MH; 2) the type
of staff involved in conversation in the activity yard at MH; and
a greater degree of informality between residents and staff in
the administration at CB.

3)

Area

occurrence
by area

%

_

ay. duration
per area
(m—m)

CB

I.

MH

CB

MH

Living Area

38.7

25.0

10.3

10.9

2. Shops and School
3. Passageways

34.7

38.9

11.0

14.5

5.4

23.7

1.8

6.8

0.0

12.5

0.0

28.4

21.4

0.0

8.7

0.0

4. Activity Area
5. Administration

At MH a number of inmates worked in and around the
central control (N) so they had ample opportunity to interact with
staff. At CB, however, inmates who were working in passageways
(which are comparatively larger) and staff who were supervising
in this area were more dispersed from each other so there were
fewer opportunities for the two to interact. The passageways at
CB included very wide open spaces outside the buildings which had
walkysued

for movement from one area to another.

In the exercise yard at MH, there was a great deal
of contact between inmates and two temporary recreation directors
(summer students from a nearby university). This accounted for all
of the recordings of S—R in this area. There was no S—R observed
between the custodial staff, who were stationed on the outside
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perimeter of the exercise yard, and inmates at either CB or MH.
Finally, differences in frequency of occurrence and
duration of this technique were noted in the administrative areas.
Ai MH there was no informal S—R observed. Anytime an inmate
was cal led into administration, the contact was on a very formal
basis, e.g., the inmate was allowed to proceed to administration
only for a specific reason and when the meeting was concluded, the
inmate was not allowed to loiter. However, at CB, when inmates
proceeded to the administration area they were more likely to
engage in casual conversation with staff.

It seems that more

informality between roles exists in this area. Such observations
were recorded at the administrative control point, around the
visiting lounge, and in an area where inmates sat waiting for
counselling and interview sessions.

I
I

r
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•

STAFF - STAFF CONVERSATION

1
92

STAFF-STAFF CONVERSATION
Staff-staff conversation (S-S)

time and in any place but il was not

could occur at any-

possible in all cases to make

distinctions between S-S that was programme-oriented (structured)

and personal-oriented (unstructured).

The observers did feel,

however, that of the S-S that was overheard, most were personaloriented (i.e., friendly conversations as opposed to discussions
related to correctional objectives). Also, it appeared that most

S-S occurred in places specifically designated for staff or at
times when the inmates were confined to their ranges.

At CB 6.2 percent of all occurrences in the 90 series
were S-S conversation compared to 5.3 percent at MH.

Whereas the

average duration per occurrence of S-R (91) was considerably
smaller at CB, the average duration for S-S was much greater
there (46.7 m-m)

than at MH (18.8 m-m).

The average group sizes

were the same for both institutions at 2.7 participants per

occurrence.

I.
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% total 90

av. duration

av. gp . size

CB

6.2

46.7 m-m

2.7

MH

5.3

18.8 m-m

2.7

The difference between CB and MH in terms of average
duration can be accounted for, in part, by the design and control
philosophies of each institution. At CB the telephone plan of
design allows for a greater amount of incidental contact between
staff than does the radial plan and philosophy of MH. At CB it
was not uncommon to observe staff engaged in conversation in the
corridors or at the control station of the central corridor,
particularly during counts.

At MH, however, security staff

remained in their units during their shifts and, therefore, the
opportunities for casual conversation between staff were reduced.
Also, the design and philosophy of MH, which places great emphasis
on security and control, inhibits any tendencies to engage in
either brief or long conversations with staff located beyond the
immediate area. These factors may account for the large
differences in duration in the passageways.
In the living areas, average duration of an S-S was
less at CB (12.6 m-m) than at MH (25.6 m-m). At CB supervisory
duties required the custodial staff to leave their stations fairly
frequently in order to perform their function effectively.

Staff

were not able to observe all cell ranges from a single vantage
point. At MH, however, the observation duties of the custodial
staff could be performed by the single staff member located in the
control booth of each unit.

li
I.

Consequently, the remaining staff

were not called upon as frequently as were their counterparts at
CB and perhaps could engage in conversation for longer periods of
time.
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Area

% occurence
by area

CB

MH

av. duration
per area
(m-m)
CB

MH

Living Area

24.2

35.8

12.6

25.6

2. Shops and School

12.1

11.6

9.1

14.5

3. Passageways

16.5

8.1

90.1

4.9

4. Activity Area

3.3

0.0

22.7

0.0

5. Administration

44.0

35.8

61.3

20.0

I.

The average duration of this technique in the shops
and school area at both CB (9.1 m-m) and MH (14.5 m-m) are quite
similar. In the shops at both institutions the observers noted
ihat the shop instructors spent the bulk of their time working

with the inmates, offering instruction or working by themselves.
Consequently, there were few and brief instances of S-S. In the
school spaces S-S was infrequent because the instructors spent
most of the time alone in a classroom with their students.
The occurrence of S-S in the activity area again
presents a direct contrast between CB and MH.

At CB, one will

recall, there were no recordings of S-R (91) in the activity area
while there were some observations made at MH. A very different
pattern emerged in terms of S-S conversation. At CB the average
duration was 22.7 m-m, while at MH no occurrences were noted at all.
This seems to be determined by the fact that the security staff at
CB were able to interact around the perimeter of the activity area,
while at MH the custody staff were physically separated from each
other.
Finally, a great difference was noted in the
administrative sections of each institution. The average duration
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of this technique (92) in this area at CB was 61.3 m—m, while at
The vast majority of S—S observed in
MH it was 20.0 m—m.
administration was recorded in staff lounges and in the staff
cafeterias. The difference in duration may be due to the fact
that when staff congregated around noon hour, the officers at MH
a staff lounge nearby in which card—playing predominated
(Table Games (61)). At CB, however, the lounge was a considerable

had

distance from the temporary officers' mess. S—S, therefore, took
precedence over Table Games which would have required a long walk
to

the lounge during a short rest period.
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93 RESIDENT - RESIDENT CONVERSATION

93

RESIDENT—RESIDENT CONVERSATION
The technique

resident—resident conversation (R—R)

was employed whenever two or more residents engaged in verbal
interaction that was unrelated to any structured or semi—structured
correctional objective, that is, instead of some kind of formal
instructing (84) or other technique related to academic or
vocational development.

R—R

involving casual talking is seen

.

primarily as a spontaneous adjustment to the formal institutional
setting.
R—R conversation made

up 41.7 percent of the

recordings in the 90 series at CB compared to 42.4 percent at MH.
The average number of residents per single occurrence was 2.9 at
both institutions.
% total 90

av.

duration

av.

gp . size

CB

41.7

28.6 m—m

2.9

MH

42.4

41.6 m—m

2.9
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The percentage of occurrences and average duration
per area show some similarities and dissimilarities.

,

At both

institutions, shops and school, and passageways displayed similar
figures.

At CB

However, the other areas were quite different.

43.4% of the occurrences of R-R were recorded in the living units
28.0% at MH.

compared to
slightly (CB

Average duration was also higher but only

32.0 m-m, MH 25.4 m-m).
% occurrence

Area

av. duration
per area

by area

(m-m)
CB

MH

MH

CB

I.

Living Area

43.4

28.0

32.0

25.4

2.

Shops and School

13.9

10.3

19.5

20.9

5.

Passageways

5.4

6.1

12.6

13.5

4.

Activity Area

35.7

55.5

31.5

57.0

5.

Administration

1.8

0.3

5.2

18.0

In the activity area (mainly the exercise yard) the
larger figures were reversed.
(average duration,
area compared to

At CB

35.7% of the recordings

31.5 m-m) of R-R conversation occurred in this

55.5% at MH (average duration, 57.0 m-m).

The reason for these differences may stem from the
type and extensiveness of surveillance at each institution. At CB
the areas adjacent to the individual cells are
where a narrow corridor
every cell

range.

larger than at

MH

(8 feet wide) goes down the centre of

Also, as previously mentioned,

the supervisory

officer is unable to observe all residents at one time from a
single vantage point.
as far as 220

In fact, some of the cells

in the range are

feet from his station, whereas at MH the furthest
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distance
the

is III feet. These physical differences may account

behavioral differences. Al CB,

may feel freer to

private

engage in

residents at MH because they
the security
of

informal

staff.

obviously keeping

a

towers

to

tend

the

as

the

need

the

for

this kind

reduction,

of tension

activity areas as a
since supervisory personnel
use the

the

differences

administration area

than

on the

are

area; that

inmates than

of the

on

such

a

this

(II at CB

institutions

perhaps because this area is used

place for
are

complex

less
are

units.

technique in

small number

occurrences,

the

is, the

in the living

in the data for

based

units

intensely supervised by

outside perimeter

on the

in the living

conversations

not

means

watchful eye

considerably further from
The

inmates

Further, recognizing

discussion and conversation

surveillance

are

interaction as a

residents at MH may

the

for

of

at MH), that it seems sufficient to
state that this behaviour happens relatively infrequently in both
and 2

and

reserved

staff—related activities.
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94 CLOWNING

94

CLOWNING
Any type of spontaneous behaviour, either verbal or

non-verbal, that seemed similar to horseplay, joking, fooling
around, etc., was recorded as clowning. It was most often observed
as

good-natured jesting, but sometimes it involved mock fights.
% total 90

av.

duration

av.

gp . size

CB

5.1

7.6 m-m

2.1

MH

3.8

13.5 m-m

2.4

Clowning accounted for 5.1% of the recordings of
Informal Adjustments at CB and 3.8% at MH.
per occurrence

The average

was 7.6 m-m at CB and 13.5 m-m at MH.

duration

The average

number of participants per single occurrence of this technique was
2.1 at CB and 2.4 at MH.
Incidences of

clowning are relatively short in

duration and account for a small percentage of the residents' time
at both institutions.

The

percentage composition of participants
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shows that in virtually all spaces residents represented about 90%
of the people involved.

In

the administrative section, which is

a staff area, it is to be expected that more staff would
In spite of this, no recordings were
be observed than residents.

primarily

1

1

made of staff clowning at CB, but at MH 13.8% of the total
recordings were

made in the administrative area.
% occurrence
by area

Area

av. duration
per area
(m—m)

CB

1

I.

Living Area

2.

Shops

3.

MH

CB

MH

43.5

25.0

4.0

6.8

23.7

10.0

5.5

4.0

Passageways

19.8

2.5

12.0

2.0

4.

Activity Area

13.2

48.8

16.7

17.7

5.

Administration

0.0

13.8

0.0

16.5

and School

The percentage of occurrences per space reveals
some notable dissimilarities between CB and MH. At CB 87.0% of all
"clowning" recordings occurred
passageways compared to 37.5%

in the cells, shops and school and
in the same areas at MH.

A possible

the inmates at CB are less "inhibited" by
the ever present spectre of security and custody than are the
residents of MH. At MH the residents are under constant surveillance

explanation may be that

when they

are in the living units, the industrial unit and in

passageways. Consequently, there is

a greater likelihood that mis-

have started as harmless "clowning" and then
expanded into something more serious would be detected by the
demeanors which might

staff. At CB, however, surveillance is not as stringent
so that the residents can act more openly and behave more naturally
security

without fear

I.

of encountering negative sanctions.
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Contrary to
school

and

passageways

CB only 13.2%

are the figures for the

of the occurrences of

activity area while at MH
residents at MH
to "blow

use

some

of tensions

of

the

brought
the

on

cells, shops

was 48.8%.

as a

by institutional

differences

as an

have

in the

"safety

the

opportunity
use of the
valve" for

pressures.

this

in occurrence of

different areas at CB,and MH

At

It may be that

residents at CB may make
less

and

activity area.

clowning were recorded

their activity time

for sports and

Although
technique in

the figure

while

off steam",

recreation facilities
release

the figures for the

been noted

and

tentatively explained, it must be stressed that clowning was,
general, a brief and infrequent behavior at both facilities.
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in

95

95

RESTING
Resting occurred

and

RESTING

unstructured

It covered activities such
pausing from work, lying or sitting idly, etc.

smoking,

situations.

% total 90

duration

av.

41.4

26.5 m—m

2.4

MN

41.2

33.0

1.8

and 41.2%

at MH,

and

accounted

19.3% of

all

as

pacing,

ay. gp . size

CB

This technique

at CB

structured, semi—structured

in

for 41.4% of the 90
occurrences

at CB

series

and

at MH. At CB the average duration was 26.5 m—m per occurrence
compared to 33.0 m—m at MN. The average group size was 2.4
27.6%

participants per occurrence
The

they

overall

at CB

and

figures are

1.8

at MH.

extremely noteworthy

for

that nearly one fifth of all technique occurrences at CB
quarter at MH were involved in idle, undirected activity.

show

and one
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There are several differences between the two
facilities in percentage of occurrence and average duration of
resting in each of the major areas.

In general, CB had higher

percentages and longer durations of resting in three areas:
living

units, shops and school, and passageways.

importance are the figures for the
of the occurrences of

Of

particular

shops and school.

At

CB 25.6%

resting were recorded in this space while

only 7.2% occurred at MH. It would seem that the residents are
more active at MH than at CB in this area. In the passageways area
it is noteworthy that, although percentage of occurrences were
fairly similar (CB 10.8%; MH 7.2%) durations of resting were much
longer

at CB (40.9 m—m) than at MH (4.6 m—m).

At MH the

times

allotted for use of the passageways during a scheduled movement
were more strictly adhered to, thus allowing less time for loitering
in this area.
At CB "passageways" included outside sidewalks,
roadways, and trimmed lawns which were frequently used for resting
during hot, sunny afternoons.
Area

% occurrence

by area

ay. duration
per area
(m—m)

CB

MH

MH

CB

I. Living Area
2. Shops and School

34.6

24.4

21.8

20.3

25.6

7.2

23.8

15.8

3. Passageways

10.8

7.2

40.9

4.6

4. Activity Area

27.2

48.1

39.9

50.2

1.8

6.0

10.6

21.0

5.

Administration

Higher percentages and longer average durations of
resting were noted in the activity and administration areas at MH
than in the same areas at CB. In the first case, resting most
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often took the form of either watching others participate in some
sports activity or pacing around the track and in a cloister. At
CB, on the other hand, the residents spent more of their time
participating in various sports.
In the administration at MH, resting was primarily
a staff activity (75% staff involvement) and was both more frequent
and of longer duration than at CB. As previously noted, the staff
lounge at MH was more easily accessible to officers during their
noon break than at CB which may help to explain this difference.
At CB staff involvement in this technique was considerably less in
administration (33%) than at MH (75%). It seems, therefore, that
facilities for staff relaxation at CB are not as well used mainly
because of their physical remoteness from the officers' dining
area. In administration, resident involvement in this technique
was small at both facilities (involving only 8 residents at CB
and II at. MH). Inmates taking breaks from maintenance chores or
waiting for an interview or counselling session constituted the
resting in this area. Visitors were also infrequently recorded as
resting when they were awaiting a visit with an inmate.
In general, the percentage composition of participants for all occurrences shows that most of the recordings of
resting were performed by residents. Only in areas which are
primarily for staff use (i.e., administration and control points)
were staff frequently involved.
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96

HELPING

HELPING

96

The technique

(helping) was a late addition to the

observers' list of techniques because they found it difficult to
classify the activity under any other existing category.

It was

added to the 90 series because the behavior was considered to be
a

spontaneous reaction to a situation. For example, a person in

a

shop may be having difficulty carrying material from one place

to another and someone nearby offers to help out; or, as it
happened at CB, a resident playing tennis injured his leg and a
few inmates nearby helped him out of the area.
% total 90

size

av. gp .

CB

0.7

7.2 m—m

2.3

MH

0.5

3.3 m—m

2.1

This technique
for

ay. duration

occurred very infrequently, accounting

less ihan one per cent of all Informal Adjustments at both

facilities. Usually two or three participants were involved in
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helping
at

shown by

as

the average

group size

of 2.3

and 2.1

MH.

Area

ay. duration
per area

% occurrence

by area
CB

I.

at CB

Area

Living

2. Shops

and

School

3. Passageways
4. Activity Area
5. Administration

per major

area

The

percentages

are

noted

entirely

70.0

33.4

3.0

4.3

0.0

22.3

0.0

4.5

0.0

44.5

0.0

2.0

30.0

0.0

17.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

of occurrence and average

in the table

above.

At

as

involved

about one quarter of the time. The relative

of occurrence

resident activity while at

at both institutions makes any

durations

CB helping was

observed

a

MI-i.

CB

MH

MH staff

were

infrequency

conclusions

tenuous.
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SUMMARY

SUMMARY
As stated in the introduction, there is a need for
a certain amount of informal adjustments as a means of tensionreduction within any formal institutional setting.

1

This was

implied rather than stated in the section on Recreation in the
programme statement: One of the stated purposes of this aspect
of the programme was "to provide the resident with an opportunity
to satisfy his physical, social and emotional needs in an
atmosphere less rigid and controlled than necessarily exists in
other areas of institutional life". Informal adjustments, seen
as a form of recreation (but lacking in structure), seem to be
"followed to happen" for this reason. Although they may rit
the progress in any part of the correctional programme
acelrt
they do not impete it either.
It is difficult, however, to determine the point at
which a certain number of informal adjustments satisfy the function
of a tension—reducer and, beyond which, become merely a time-

I.
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filling

(and

basically

time—wasting) activity.

a

what is the optimal amount
expected to_hamen? This
but it seems evident that
techniques

observed)

was, in fact, the

of

In other words,

informal adjustments_that should be
impossible to determine

is, of course,
the figures for

and MH (58.9%) are

CB (46.6%

rather

of

all

high. The 90 . series

predominant technique_aropplu_observed_in_poth

facilities indicating that a_gree.deal of_ttig_InmegLs_tinej ,
spent

directionless activit,Lunrelated to anLmeaningful
correctional objective.

this

in

point

It would be difficult to draw any conclusions at
on the extent of technique and programme implementation.

Conclusions of

examination

this

sort

can be drawn

of technique occurrences

more

effectively after

within each

of the

five

areas.
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2 AREA EVALUATION

GENERAL COMMENTS
The

preceeding section examined technique

occurrences across the two institutions. The results indicated
that some of the programmes had very active participation while
other programmes could not be considered to be as successful.
This section examines techniques in

terms of areas and the spaces

in which they occurred.
The two institutions were largely conceived of
in terms of areas serving fairly limited purposes.

As a result

it is possible to examine areas within existing facilities

1- erms of the predominant programmes.

in

Each of the living units,

shops and school, passageways, activity areas, and administration
will be examined individually

in terms of the techniques observed.

The average duration per occurrence and the
average group size are also useful

in assessing the extent of

programme implementation in each of the five discernable areas.
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AREA 1 LIVING UNITS

The living units are the areas which contain the
residents' cells and display most of the activities involved with
inactive recreation.

This area was characterized by frequent

observation of unstructured techniques.

CB
CB combines a number of range design concepts.
Two of the ranges exhibit the "Auburn style" of

inside cells whose

doors have open grates offering virtually no privacy to the
resident.

A third range has outside cells with heavy wood doors

that have only a small visual opening.
offers any degree of visual security.
office places staff beyond the ranges.

None of these ranges
Inall cases, the custody
Therefore, the staff must

move in order to make observations — of the range corridors. The
newest range at CB has outside cells with electrically controlled
sliding metal doors.

ln this range the custody office is located

in a position which enables the staff to make easy visual

obser-

vation of the corridor. The foyers are open spaces seldom used
for any specific purpose except

the movement of residents and

function primarily as intermediate zones between areas specifically
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KEY FOR CONCEPTUAL DRAWINGS
TERRITORIES
Home Territory

inmate area

-

Public Territory

-

area for inmate
but controlled
by staff

_Restrictive Territory

-

staff area

SECURITY

Fixed Custodial Point

-

Movable Custodial Point

1

9-*

Rehabilitative Point

Control Barrier

-

-

control
point

-

security
staff

shop
instructors

manual or
electrical
control
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CELL UNITS
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It is for this reason that foyers

designated for inmate use.

were not used to any extent by the residents.

MH
living units at MH have the same design

All three
with outside cells.

The control

post for each unit offers visual

access to all range corridors and into the dayrooms which are
locahed around it. The foyers or dayrooms at MH are used more
extensively than those at CB. These areas were actually designated
for resident use.
Figure

5

presents a conceptualized illustration

of the living units at both CB and MH.
Supervision of activities (21) made up a greater
portion of all techniques in the living units at CB (7.1%) than at
MH (3.3%).

Individual (50) and Social Recreation (60) made up

approximately a third of all occurrences in the living units.
At CB the average duration was 57.9 m-m and 78.8
m-m at MH. Residents also listened to the radio (53)

at CB (5.8%)

and MH (2.7%). The average group size was much higher at CB (3.1)
than MH (1.0) and it was the only technique in which the group
size varies between institutions.

At CB Handicrafts (55) made up

1.7% of all technique occurrences while the figure at MH was only
slightly higher at 2.7%.

Table games (61) were popular activities

at the two institutions. These card games made up 2.2% of all
techniques at CB and 4.4% at MH and at both institutions the
average group size was 4.6%.

The residents were also observed to

do a great deal of snacking (57) at both CB (6.6%)

and MH (10.8%).
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Living Area
Selected Techniques
(Appendix p. 213 )

Tech.

ay. group
size

ay. duration

(m-m)
CB

MH

CB

% of ail techniques
in living area

MH

CB

MH

21

14.0

27.1

1.2

1.3

7.1

3.3

52

59.7 78.8

3.0

3.6

7.4

11.6

53

27.3

10.5

3.1

1.0

5.8

2.7

55

25.0 20.9

1.9

1.3

1.7

2.7

57

11.8

10.8

2.0

2.1

6.6

10.8

107.1 127.6

4.6

4.6

2.2

4.4

61
74

27.7

26.0

1.2

1.1

1.1

0.6

91

10.3

10.9

2.6

3.0

2.6

3.2

95

21.8 20.3

2.0

1.6

19.1

17.9

The living units were also used by some residents
for the development of academic abilities (74).

At CB this

technique accounted for 1.1% of all occurrences, while at MH it
made up only 0.6%. S-R conversation (91) made up only 2.6% of all
occurrences at CB in the living units, while at MH the figure was
only slightly higher at 3.2%.
institutions was not large:

The average duration at both

10.3 m-m at CB and 10.9 m-m at MH.

Resting (95) made up about twenty percent of all occurrences at
the two institutions COB was 19.1%, MH was 17.9%) and by far
represents the most frequent technique.
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Because Supervision
when custodial
not mean that

of Activities was employed only

and security functions were quite apparent this does
more supervision occurred at CB.

Due to the design

of the institution and the location of the custody offices at CB
movement of staff was quite noticeable.
custody staff were not so obvious.
control booth

At MH, however, the

The central location of the

in each living unit afforded easy access into the

ranges and dayrooms.

Consequently,

not required to move from their

the remaining staff at MH were

offices very frequently.

`1)

I
A programme which employed staff in the dual
functions

of custody and iherapy could make more effective use

of time in the living units.
make it difficult because
resident

home territory.

meet with greater

At CB, however, the design would

staff are removed from most of the
At MH such a programme would probably

success. The dayrooms located around the

centre of each unit provide seven possible spaces in which
residents

and staff could meet. At present, the domains of each

are sharply delineated. Staff remain largely within their
stations and residents appeared to refrain from entering these
group

spaces.

The reverse was true for the resident dayrooms.
Watching television (52), listening to

(53), handicrafts (55),
to be

the radio

table games (61) and snacks (57) seemed

indicative of the types of recreation which residents

engaged in. Residents were observed to watch
particularly

a great deal of TV,

on weekend mornings after the activity yard was

closed.

The inmates listened to the radio during the same time

periods,

but fewer instances were observed.
The small number of observations of handicrafts -

suggests that few residents at either

institution are involved in

The observers did notice, though, that the
quality of work done by residents' was very high.
Card games
made up a large portion of the residents leisure time and usually
such activities.

included quite

a few participants and "kibitzers".
In

the ranges of each institution the residents

were supplied with bread

and honey for snacks.

frequently observed at both CB
good use

I.

Snacking was

and MH, and the residents made

of the toaster and kettle provided for each range.

It
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was surprising to see the residents take care of these appliances
when so much other equipment and furnishings are treated roughly
by the residents.
Development of academic abilities (74) was
expected to occur in the living areas but showed low frequencies
at both institutions.

A possible explanation may be that the

education programme is "wound down" during the summer months.
Resting (95) made up about 20% of all techniques
in the living areas at both CB and MH.

This would seem to

indicate that a great many residents remain quite idle in their
home territories. Resting does not of course, account for other
idle—type activities such as watching television.

The observers

were extremely aware of the lethargy and slow pace of activity
that seemed to prevail

in the ranges.

Few residents appeared to

make use of their leisure time in activities that could be
regarded as positive by programmes such as S—R counselling or
recreation, handicrafts or by other programmes.
In both institutions the lack of interactional
spaces restricted group—oriented activities.

Most activities

observed involved one, two or possibly three inmates. Larger
group activities were forced into other areas, often at

MH only

under a movement schedule.
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AREA 2 SHOPS AND SCHOOL

The shops and school areas at CB were widely used
For education, vocational

training,

industrial

production,

religion and recreation programmes. At MH on the other hand,
only the education, vocational

training and

programmes took place in the area.
were used only for the vocational

industrial

production

The shops at each institution
training and industrial

production, the school facilities were strictly off
the evening hours and the weekends.

limits during

The use of these facilities

was restricted by the security requirements of the institution.

At CB some of the school facilities were used during the evening
and on weekends for activities such as Cursillo, plays and shows
and other similar types of activities.

A measure of programme

implementation would be the extent to which programmes are in
evidence.
CB

The shops at CB are of a satellite nature located
at some distance from the central corridor.

Residents must walk

outside to the shops and at that time they are not under very
close scrutiny.

The school facilities are located in three
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1

6
different buildings off the central corridor. Mass movements
are restricted to the morning and afternoon,

but at noontime

movement is cut down by scheduling two separate mealtimes.
Inside the shops and schools the only security is the minimal
amount offered by the instructor.

MH
The shops and school at MH reflect

a greater

security eephasis than is the case at CB. Movement to and
from the area and within the area itself is strictly controlled.
All the shops are located along a central corridor and access
to each is controlled by manually operated doors.

Once inside

the shops, security is the responsibility of the instructor and
of armed security staff who patrol
central corridor.

a catwalk located over the

In the school area there is a control booth

from which a custodial officer can control the movement of
residents to and from the school rooms.
Figure

6 gives a . conceptualized

illustration of

the location of shops at CB and MH.
Supervision of activities played a

less dominant

role in the shops and schools as evidenced by the percentage of

1

all occurrences. General clerical work (36) did not make up
very

large percentage of activities in this area but

a

it is worthy

to note that most of this clerical work was done by residents.
Academic and vocational

instruction which are formal structured

techniques make up a small

part of all

techniques. Most

instruction in the schools was recorded as informal instructing.
For the skills development technique (71),

it is noteworthy that

the average durations were generally quite small. When average

group sizes and average durations were examined, one can see that

I.
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CB

the inmates do not work steadily at their tasks.

It is interesting to note the greater frequency
of S—R conversation (91) in the shops and schools than in other
areas of the institution.

The most striking aspect of the data

is the tremendous amount of resting (95) that was observed.
In the shops and schools at both CB and MH
supervision of inmates is left largely to the instructors.

At

MH the catwalk over the main corridor allows custody staff to
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activitie.

observe all of the shops and their
area at

In the school

MH there is a custody post, but still most of the

supervision is the responsibility of

instructors. There

appeared to be better rapport between instructors and residents
than between custody staff and residents.

This is reflected

Shops and Schools
Selected Techniques
(Appendix P.
Tech.

ay. duration

(m-m)
MH

CB

214)

ay. group
size
CB

% of all techniques
in shops and schools

MH

CB

MH

21

5.1

14.9

1.1

1.1

1.3

4.2

36

15.7

12.4

1.5

1.3

2.7

4.2

41

107.0

152.3

5.0

10.0

0.3

1.4

42

90.3

8.1

3.7

1.0

0.7

1.0

71

21.8

19.9

1.9

1.2

25.7

25.0

74

19.4

24.0

2.0

1.0

2.5

0.2

84

17.7

21.5

2.8

2.2

10.7

7.0

91

11.0

14.5

2.7

2.1

4.0

9.2

95

23.8

15.8

2.3

1.5

24.5

19.8

in the relatively high percentage occurrence of

S-R conversation

as compared to other areas of the institution. And,
instances of
of

too, the

informal instruction were often further occurrences

S-R contacts.
The extent of the education programme suggests

that it is not very successful either.

None of academic
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I.
instruction, vocational
observed to be
studies
this

training, or academic development were

extensive.

It did seem that most

lecture type

have been replaced for individualized attention.

way, each individual progresses at his own rate.

In

Although

the methods being increasingly employed in the
general community, the occurrence of the programme would suggest
this reflects

lhat few inmates

are actively involved.

At CB some of the school facilities are employed
on evenings and during the weekend for activities such as
Cursillo, AA

meetings and plays.

The resident turnout for

these activities indicates their popularity.
important reasons
activities is
to take

One of the most

for the large resident turnout at such

the presence of females.

If women were not allowed

part in these affairs, then one might find that

attendance would

drop sharply.

For the amount of time devoted each weekday to
industrial

and academic activities, the frequency of occurrences

does not reflect very successful
recreation

When religion

and

programmes are given spaces in which to occur, their

success seems to hinge largely

Ii•

programmes.

on the presence of females.
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AREA 3 PASSAGEWAYS

Passageways were considered
At

CB

areas

as

for

movement.

passageways were almost exclusively movement areas,

the

however, at MH there were

a

number

around

of offices

control area that contributed to slightly different
predominantly observed

occurrences. The

structured

and

techniques

the central
technique

were

in the

non—structured categories.

CB
The
corridor

point

at

the

is controlled manually while

administration
The

security

lower

the

end of the

security

is operated electrically from

a

living areas offer only limited visual access to
are

recessed into

the wall.

actually very limited visual security
of the corridor.

at

control booth.

remaining two custody posts located at either

because they

point

end of the
the corridor

Therefore, there is

possible

along

the

length

However, movement can be effectively controlled.
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MH
The

security control units at MH have a more

extensive vantage point of the passageways. Security controls
are

located at the ends of each passageway, thus afforcting

maximum observance of

all passageway movements.
7

Figure
of the

gives a conceptualized illustration

passageways at both CB and MH.

Passageways
Selected Techniques
(Appendix P. 216)
Tech.

av.

duration

group
size

av.

(m-m)

% of all
in

techniques

passageways

MH

CB

MH

3.0

1.2

4.5

11.4

6.8

2.0

2.0

2.6

12.8

90.1

4.9

3.8

4.3

9.7

6.7

93

12.6

13.5

2.4

5.4

21.3

19.5

94

12.0

2.0

2.8

1.0

9.7

0.7

CB

MH

21

40.4

13.5

91

1.8

92

CB

Supervision of

activities (21) makes up a

larger percentage of all techniques at MH than CB.

The

greatest

disparity appears in average group size where CB (3.0 participants per occurrence) is much greater than MH at 1.2.
Consequently, the average duration at CB is much larger than
MH.
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Staff-resident (S=R ) conversation makes up a
smaller percentage of all techniques at CB (2.6%) than at MH
1 ( 2.8%).

Although group sizes are equal, the average duration

of 90.1 m-m
occurrence.

at CB was much greater than MH at 4.9 m-m per
Resident-Resident (R-R) conversation (93) makes

up approximately 20% of all technique occurrences.
average

Only in

group size did R-R conversation show dissimilarities

between CB ( 2.4) and MH (5.4) but the average durations were
quite small for each. Clowning (94) displays some striking
differences beiween the two institutions in all four areas of
data

presentation.
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PASSAGE WAYS
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At CB there were few observations of supervision
of activities

in the passageways because of the nature of the
Most

telephone plan on which the institution is modelled.
security observations were made from the control

stations along

the corridor and, therefore, other staff were not required to
patrol

the passageways.

The only dynamic security

passageways occurred around

the activity yard.

in the

It was during

activity periods and during counts that custody staff came
together in groups in the passageways.

This,

then, accounts

for the relatively higher average group size at CB.
post at

The activity around the central control

MH accounts for the greater incidence of supervision of
activities.

The actions of the custodial

personnel

around this

area were obvious because they were not located inside control
stations as were their cohorts throughout

the rest of the

institution.
The results of S—R, S—S and R—R conversation are
a function of both the design and policies of the two institiltions.
Clowning seems to be influenced by these same factors as well.
(The

large number of resting observations among staff

is likely

the result of the fact that custody staff are active only during
counts and periods of movement)
At CB the long barren centrol corridor discourages
residents and staff from engaging in any type of casual

aneous conversation.

When residents were observed

amongst themselves, it was either

spon-

in conversation

in the course of movement from

one area to another or immediately before major mass movements
from dinner time throughout the rest of the evening. These

latter

R—R conversations occurred around the entrances of the activity
area and occasionally at

I.

the outer parts of the range foyers.
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The long average durations for S-S conversation are the result
of interactions during counts.

The custody staff were observed

to congregate in fairly large groups along the corridor while
the count was verified.
At MH the only S-R contact was observed to occur
around the central control area.
The office and service spaces around the hub
virtually forced staff and residents into some form of contact
or conversation, although fairly frequent in this area, was of
short duration. Because of the close and constant surveillance
of the passageways, the residents appeared to refrain from
engaging one another in conversation for any great length of
time. This was particularly true of the shops and school areas
where any and all movement was carefully controlled. Staffstaff conversations were also of short duration. Whenever
staff were observed to come into the central control area it
appeared that they would restrict their activities to whatever
purpose brought them there. Most staff appeared to be confined
to the area to which they were specifically assigned. There
were few observations made of staff making brief forays into
other areas.
Staff at CB appeared to have more opportunity
through the design of the institution to come into structured
or non-designed contact. At MH the custodial policy of the
institution was the most important factor discouraging S-S
contact. The design of both institutions permitted the efficient
implementation of the custody aims of both institutions. Both
institutions employ the passageways primarily as movement areas
and therefore R-R contacts of very long durations are contrary
to the security requirements of the institution.

Even movement
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outside,

to and from the activity yard, was direct.

Little

lingering was obserVed and no one ever deviated at all from
the path.
Clowning (94) presents differences between the
two institutions. At CB there are few custody personnel in
passageways

and the location of custody stations creates a

number of unobserved areas.

As a result the residents feel

less constrained than their MH counterparts.

At MH the

location of the control stations brings all activity under
constae

scrutiny. Consequently, the residents appeared less

likely to linger or clown in the passageways at MH.
.

Passageways at both institutions are primarily

custody areas. Their use is usually restricted to movement
between areas and contact in them is most often of short
durât ion.
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AREA 4 ACTIVITY AREA

activity areas at the two institutions
exercise yard and the gymnasium. Lacking

The
comprise of the

sufficient staff, neither CB nor
When

simullaneously.

in use

MH open

both Facilities

these activity areas were very

heavily used during recreation periods.

Activity Area
Selected

Techniques

(Appendix
Tech.

ay. duration

group
size

MH

21

13.8

14.4

23

12.9

93
95

CB

MH

CB

1.8

1.3

7.3

0.9

15.3

2.4

1.8

1.0

2.6

31.5

57.0

3.2

3.3

21.6

36.7

39.9

50.2

3.3

2.2

16.3

30.9

Supervision of

percentage

% of all techniques
in activity area

av.

( m—m )

CB

p. 211)

of

all

techniques

activities
at CB

(7.3%)

-

MH

produced a greater
than at MH (0.9%).

(21)
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while maintenance (23) involved light occurrences at both
institutions

(CB ( .0%, MH 2.6%).

Resident—resident conversation

(93) was the most frequently observed technique at both CB (21.6%)
and MH (36.7%).
conversation:

Large

group sizes were found to occur in R—R

3.2 at CB and 3.3 at MH.

Resting (95) was the

second

most frequently observed technique next to R—R conversation

in the

two institutions.

observations

At

CB resting made up 16.3% of all

while at MH it made up 30.9%.
Unlike most other areas at MH, supervision of

activities in the activity areas was not so obvious.

An

officer

was stationed at the entrance to the yard with officers in the
perimeter towers.

Inmates in the yard are much less aware of

security than in other areas of the institutions as seen in the
high amount of R—R conversation.
Custody officers at both institutions expressed
concern and uneasiness over the practice of allowing unlimited
numbers of residents to congregate in one area. They claimed
that they would be powerless in the event of trouble within the
yard. The
use

problem could be partially alleviated by restricting

by everyone at one time or by providing other areas for

recreation.

cloisters at MH offer the only alternate
exercise areas. During the visit to MH, the cloisters had
The

limited use.
Although the incidence of maintenance was not
frequently observed at either institution, one point deserves
special recognition.
(One of the greatest problems that
correctional institutions face is in motivating the residents,
motivated residents can be as industrious and
enthusiastic as anyone.) At MH, the baseball team created a
but once
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very large inierest and had a loyal fol lowing. The interest
carried through to the point that the residents took special
care of the baseball diamond.

At

anytime of the day at least

one resident was observed working on the diamond.
The

most frequently occurring techniques at

bolh institutions were R—R Conversation and Resting. (Resting

included numerous

observations

recorded as walking or pacing.)

Activity periods are really the only times when all inmates
Inmates are restricted at other times by the

can congregate.

daily schedule to certain areas or confined for security reasons
to their ranges.

It is not surprising then, that the observers

found such a high degree of R—R conversation in the activity
area.
Due

to the differences in weather during the two

periods of observation, the activities in the exercise yards of
the

two institutions are not comparable.

tennis, weight lifting and

baseball are all extremely popular

activities of those available.
golf

However, handball,

At

both institutions miniature

layouts were set up and received considerable use, but many

inmates expressed displeasure with this activity. Comments could
be summed in a capsule statement such as "Its here and there isn't
much else to do".

Displeasure of the inmates at MH was further

increased because they had contributed to the purchase of the
sports
golf

equipment but had no say in the choice of the miniature

layout.

The

inmate sports committee wanted a greater voice

in the

allocation of their own funds.

of the

institution and its recreation programme, the residents

In keeping with the goals

felt justified in voicing their displeasure with the existing
programme structure.
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At

MH during one evening of observation, the

resident commitiee was allowed to organize an activity in the
gymnasium when a scheduled baseball game was postponed. They
finally settled on a bingo game which attracted 25% of the in—
mates.

The

responsibility for recreation in this instance was

placed in the hands of the inmates themselves.
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I
AREA 5 ADMINISTRATION

Administration is largely a staff area, but also
provides a number of inmate services.

Therapy programme and

some part of the religion programme seem to take precedence in
administration.

CB AND MH
The administration complexes at both CB and MN
have primarily the same conceptual configuration. The area
actually forms a buffer zone between the inside of the institution and the outside world.
The services are almost the same, administration,
visiting, security, staff lounge are all contained in the
administration structure at both institutions.

The principle

difference between the two administration areas is that of the
visiting areas.

At CB the policy of open visiting means that

the only constraints are those imposed by the staff member on
duty who is located in a security—control post. At MN the
visiting area is strictly controlled with segregation of residents
and visitors. There is also a staff member present to observe the

I.
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proceedings and to keep order. Each have individual entrances
for inmates and visitors controlled by the staff member on duty.
Figure 8

presents a conceptualized

illustration

of the administration areas at CB and MH.

Administration
Selected Techniques
(Appendix p.218)
Tech.

av. duration
( m
m )

av. group
size
CB

MH

% of all techniques
in administration
CB

CB

MH

21

4.6

41.2

1.6

1.5

3.6

7.5

31

3.0

197.9

1.5

6.3

0.7

4.5

34

17.9

28.3

2.0

2.0

0.7

14.8

82

106.9

128.6

4.1

2.8

42.6

8.1

91

8.7

---

2.6

- --

5.8

92

51.3

20.0

2.5

2.5

14.6

12.1

93

5.2

18.0

2.9

2.0

4.0

0.6

95

10.6

21.0

1.3

1.6

4.0

15.8

A number of techniques observed

MH

in administration

at both CB and MH are worthy of special consideration. Supervision of activities (21) composed 3.6% of all observations in
administration at CB,

but 7.5% at MH.

And the average duration

at CB (4.6 m-m ) was very much less than MH (41.2 m-m).
The structured techniques of the 30 series
represent various aspects of the Therapy programme. Staff •
meetings (31) made up only 0.7% of all observations at CB, but
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4.5%

at MH.

duration at CB (3.0 m—m)

Average

size (1.5) were also much less than MH where
was 197.9 m—m

and the

interviews and

group

and average

duration

the average

average group size was 6.3.

Clinical

counselling (34) were very infrequently observed

at CB (0.7%)

but

MH (14.8%).

Not only were

were

a

common

counselling

interviews and

more

frequent at MH, but their average durations were also much
larger. At CB the average duration was 17.9 m—m but at MH
average

duration was 28.3 m—m.

very frequently observed

General clerical (36) was

technique

up 6.2% of all recordings at CB
Outsider

greaher

at

occurrence in administration

the
a

at both institutions making
at MH.

and 9.9%

visiting (82) was

at CB (42.6%) than MH (8.1%).

than five times

more

The average

group size

was larger at CB (4.1) than MH (2.8), but the average duration
was shorter at CB (106.9 m—m) than at MH (128.6 m—m).
Staff—resident conversation (91) represents 5.8%
of

all recordings at CB

There were

recordings

no

administration

had

and

and

made

14.6%

at MH were S—S

There is some dissimilarity between
duration.

The average

at MH ih is only 20.0 m—m.
made

up 4.0%

of the

the

made

conversation (92).

two

institutions in

duration at CB is 51.3 m—m while

Resident—resident.

recordings at CB,

Finally, Resting (95)
15.8%

of 8.7 m—m.

at MH. In a staff area like
it is not surprising to find that 12.1% of the

recordings at CB
average

duration

an average

up 4.0%

but

of the

conversation (93)

only 0.6% at MH.
recordings at CB

but

at MH.
Supervision of

reflects
expect at

the

higher level

a maximum

of

activities at

the

two

internal security which

security institution such

observers noted that many residents entering

as MH.

institutions
one

would

The

administration

at
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CB moved about freely and unescorted but at

MH

there was

greater control exercised over resident movement.

Staff meetings are supposed to be opportunities
for the staff to formally discuss institutional programmes and
activities. There was a quite noticeable difference between the
two institutions in this regard. At

MH

during the period of

observation there were daily staff meetings involving a large
number of participants. This was not the case at CB, however,
where such meetings were infrequent and of short duration.

The results for the technique Clinical Interviews
and Counselling veiled an impression that emerged during the
period of observation. The classification and treatment staff
at

MH

were far more evident and active than their counterparts

at CB, and this is reflected in the

of the technique.

It would appear,

frequencieS and durations
then, that MH is actively

involved in this aspect of the Therapy programme whereas CB

places less emphasis on this technique.
Interviews and counselling represent rehabilitative
efforts, but reintegration which involves contact with the community and family is also a programme possibility.

At MH more

emphasis is placed on structured interviews and counselling

sessions than community involvement.

The reverse is true of CB.

This is reflected primarily in the semi—structured technique of
visiting.

At virtually every instance, CB exceeds MH and only

in average duration was MH greater. There are a number of
possible explanations for the differences between institutions.
The first is an obvious difference in the architecture and policy
of the visiting areas.
separated.

At CB residents and visitors are physically

The MH design inhibits individuals, therefore

discouraging many people. Second

is the location of the two
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institutions.

Located just on the outskirts of an urban area,

CB is easily accessible whereas MH is in a more remote

location.

During the period of observation at CB neither
the Protestant minister nor the Catholic priest were very
evident during the day in administration.

It was only through

such events as Cursillo and AA that the Religion programme was
evidenced.

At the individual level

the religious programme

seemed not to be flourishing, however, at
was eminently successful.

the group level it

An absence of adequate facilities to

accommodate these group functions and aspects of the recreation
programme simultaneously hindered their existence.
At MH

neither individual nor group activities

involving the minister and priest were in evidence.

An interest

on the programme was witnessed in the fact that 20 residents
showed up for Sunday service to be turned away due to the
absence of the minister.
The complete absence of community involvement,
other than through the sports programme, reflects the maximum
security definition of MH.

Custodial

staff hesitate when

community involvement is suggested. Fears

for the physical

safety of persons from the community and for the possible
illegal

flow of contraband outweigh any of the arguments for

activities that would contribute to the realization of the
reintegration goals of the

institution. Furthermore, MH is far

from the nearest urban area requiring personal

transportation

by all visitors.
An interesting phenomenon was observed at both
institutions regarding the use of chapels for any activities
other than religious services. The Priests and Ministers
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frowned on their use for anything other than Sunday services.
The shortage of activity spaces at MH, however, forced some
activities into the chapel. Most of the time the space was
unoccupied.
in evidence.

At CB the absence of alternate uses was even more
At the Cursillo meeting, the observers were made

quite aware by all participants that the lack of adequate space
for such group functions hindered the activities.

The two

chapels that are unoccupied and unused from Sunday to Sunday
represent two aval able spaces that could be, but are not,
used for group activities.
Informal adjustment techniques involved a
substantial occurrence of all techniques at both CB and MH.
Custody plays a very important role in the
degree of S—R and R—R conversation in the administration at the
two institutions. At CB the residents who were in the area to
work or to meet with staff were not restricted.

The observers

noted a considerable amount of resident movement around
administration which resulted in a significant amount of S—R
and R—R contact.
It was largely unstructured, undirected contact.
However, at MH, the picture was quite different. Custody there
demands stringent control over inmate movement so that when

an

inmate proceeds to the administrative area he is going there for
a specific purpose and at a specific time. The treatment and
classification offices resembled an assembly line. Residents
would be ushered in and out of the offices with a minimum of
waiting and minimum opportunity for any sort of lingering.
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D ALTERNATIVES

I
I
I
Il
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I.
I

GENERAL COMMENTS
The
tives

remainder of the report offers possible alterna-

to existing approaches and spatial arrangements, but is not

grounded solely on empirical observations nor objective data.
is by no means suggested that these comments are definitive

It

statements, but it is hoped that they can offer another point from
which to view the correctional problem.
The

first section deals with the apparent role of

correctional officers in the living areas.
examines the institutions
use and programme

The second section

with respect to the flexibility of space

within the existing facilities.

section examines possible future

The

third

flexibility in the use of space

and programme.
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ALTERNATIVE 1

I

STAFF ALTERNATIVES IN THE LIVING AREAS

Our observations suggest that correctional officers
at both CB and MH spend very little time engaged in positive
inmate—staff relationships. Their supervising function could be
described fairly accurately
likely that their

as a "turn key" function only.

It is

constant physical presence, particularly in the

living areas, functions as a deterrant to some forms of deviance.
For the most part, however, the custodial staff remains idle.
The custodial staff represents a large network of
individuals who, given a treatment—oriented programme, could
possibly assume a role in which the boundaries of custody and
treatment would become blurred.

At present there is an obvious

and sharp distinction between staff involved in custody and those
involved in treatment.
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At CB the custodial staff are located in spaces that
remove them almost entirely from the inmates, so it is not surprising that staff—inmate interaction is low. The living units have
spaces for custodial staff located outside of each range.

It is

here that the custodial staff spent the bulk of their shifts. They
had very poor visual access to the ranges in IA, IB and IC (P.156).
Blocks IB and IC, designed on the Auburn model with outside
corridors, have a guard walk between the two cell ranges which
affords the custodial staff visual access to each individual cell.
In the new block (ID) at CB the guards have visual access to the
entire first floor and part of the second. To observe activity in
the ranges IA, IB, IC and the second floor of ID, the guards had
to walk to the entrances.
At MN the officer in the control booth in the living
units had visual access to the range corridors and into the dayrooms, however, auditory access was not good but reinforced.

The

other custodial staff on duty in the living units spent a large
portion of their time in one of the first floor dayrooms indicating
that little onus has been placed on the custodial team to make
contact with the inmates.

The custodial staff can perform their
duties without moving very far within the living areas. At CB, too,
there is little contact between staff and inmates but, even given
a treatment—oriented programme, there are no adequate facilities in

which the S—R relationship could be cultivated.

As the data shows

there is very little S—R contact in the staff offices at either CB
or MH.
It would appear that the custodial staff is charged
with the constraining function of these two correctional institutions and has very little concern with the treatment functions of
the institution.
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ALTERNATIVE 2

II

SPATIAL AND PROGRAMME FLEXIBILITY — PRESENT
"Since the aim of contemporary
correctional phi losophy is to bring staff
and residents into positive confrontation,
the spaces in correctional facilities
should enhance the opportunities for this
to occur.

Thus the social and behavioral
actions of the users must be considered
in the design and use of spaces."
(McReynolds, 1972a).
The common approach to the promotion of staffresident interaction has been to provide "meeting spaces outside
the living unit, thus emphasizing the separation of staff and
residents" (McReynolds I972a).

If correctional officers and
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inmates are to work together in the process of rehabilitation,
then it seems apparent that traditional physical separations or
zoning of administration (counselling, therapy) shops and schools
(education),

living unit, recreation and custodial areas must be

physically integrated.

In other words, staff—resident

interaction

should occur in spaces closer to the inmates' personal living
quarters.

The first step is to determine whether present

correctional programmes are deficient in this respect.
The classical planning in the design of institutions
has been constrained by the idea that a space serves only certain
preconceived functions.

(For example, the "school" has been the

area in which only academic instruction must take place.) For
purposes of this inquiry, one must

look at the institutions' spaces

from the inmates' point of view. From this vantage point, one sees
a distinction between the space in which the inmate maintains some
degree of privacy and the other spaces in the institution which are
accessible to all

staff, residents and some visitors.

could be called the residents'
of his time in this area.

"home territory"

The former

— he spends much

The latter could be called "public

terri tory".

Home Territory
Within the inmates' home territory (or living unit)
are four different kinds of spaces serving different functions.
The resident's individual cell is his "personal space"

(HPS).

It

contains a bed, desk, toilet and sink and is limited to one
person's use. The inmate is able to personalize his space with
wall decorations (posters, photographs, etc.), thus giving him a
space to define territorially as his own.

Interactional spaces

in the home lerritory include

those areas which are accessible to all inmates in that particular
living unit. This

includes the corridor outside the personal

spaces, stairways, TV rooms, and other common rooms.
The service spaces (HS)

in this territory are

defined by fixed equipment and are related to maintenance and
service functions
(at MH only)).

(eg., cleaning, storage, showers and severy area,

Most of these areas are accessible to all inmates

in the home territory and are specialized in function.
The final type of space in the home territory,

the

restricted spaces (HR), are used by the custodial officers to
supervise and control inmate activity,

(offices and control

stations). The spaces are designed solely for staff use and
inmates are allowed in these spaces only with staff permission.

Public Territory
The "public territory" may be subdivided in a
similar fashion although there is no equivalent to the resident's
personal space.
includes all

The public interactional spaces (PI) often

corridors and rooms that are open to residents at

various times (school, shops, recreation areas, visiting room, etc.).
These spaces are by far the greatest

in number in the institutions

studied.
The public restricted spaces

(PR) are those areas

in the institution to which all residents do not have free access.
These include control

stations, some staff offices and parts of

the administration area which are accessible only by appointment
or special

permission

(eg., Director's office, classification

office, etc.).
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•

The service spaces in the public territory (PS)
are fixed because of

immovable equipment indicating a specialized

function (eg., washrooms, cleaning closets, kitchen areas, etc.).

Discussion of Spatial Territory and Techniques
The techniques in Table 2 (P. 34 )

involve those

techniques where both staff and residents were involved

simultaneously in their occurrence. No distinction was made between
structured techniques and techniques which are more directly related
to undirected use of time.

Any instance of staff—resident contact,

apart from custodial activities (cg., giving orders) was assumed
to be potentially beneficial to the inmate's reform and ultimate
reintegration with society.
For a great majority of the techniques, the public

territories were used most often in both facilities for S—R contact.
In some cases, one can account

for this because some techniques are

designed to occur only in predefined spaces.
Instruction (41) must, by definition, occur

For example, Academic
in certain classrooms

(which are Public Interactional spaces). Other techniques,
however, are not spatially defined and could occur anywhere (eg.,
Informal Instructing (84), Staff—Resident Conversation (91)).
Nevertheless, the public territory is most often used for S—R
contact.
The home territories of CB and MH are infrequently

used for directed interaction between correctional officers and
inmates and suggests a serious restriction placed on the programme.
Inmate access to most of the public spaces in the administration
and shops and school areas is limited because of the need for
security. Furthermore, the administration operates on regular

I.
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office hours and,

therefore, individual counselling sessions

typically occur only during the weekday. Similarly, shops and
schools are locked up in the evening and on weekends. (There are,
of course, exceptions to this siatement.

The two classrooms

adjacent to the gymnasium at CB are available when the gym is in
use since no additional security arrangements are necessary.)

Given these restrictions,

it is apparent that much of the inmate's

time spent at the institution is only minimally related to
rehabilitation.

This drawback is partially dependent on the

present uses and location of space within both facilities.

Space

use, then, must be the focus of change.
Spatial

flexibility is a dynamic form of space use

related to the ability of a building space to accommodate a
variety of human activities.

For example,

mess at CB was used for both dining

AA meetings (Therapy).

the temporary officers'

(Maintenance and Services)

and

At MH a dayroom in two of the ranges was

used for both watching television (Recreation)

and range meetings

with classification officers (Therapy). Considering the present
spaces and security arrangements at both facilities as fixed, the
residents' home territory cannot be more fully used without
extensive and expensive alterations. There are no spaces now

available within the living units which could accommodate different
programmes simultaneously.

Custody, and Maintenance and Service,
related to rehabilitation,

not directly

are designed to occur everywhere

throughout the institution and can occur in the living unit withouh
restricting inmate activities.
Therapy and religious counselling have customarily
been carried out in the public territory.

The traditional practice
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has been to locate the individual counselling rooms

in the adminis-

tration area where it is more convenient and accessible for the
staff

involved.

Location of counselling services in the staff

domain takes on a time restriction on these programmes as well

as

emphasizes the distinction between staff and inmate roles.
The counselling rooms ranging from about 96 to 144 sq.
ft.

ai

visual

both facilities each have a

light which affords the necessary

and acoustical privacy while a large window provides outside

ventilation and vistas.
If group therapy or counselling sessions are
scheduled, however, larger space may be needed.
exists at CB (in building 2J) was 264 sq.
chapel was used (725 sq.

ft.

One such space

in size. At MH the

ft.).

The accommodation of the technique Education
followed the traditional

concept of being carried out in spaces

designated as the "school" area.

This

location has put

on the use of both the classrooms and the

limitations

library.

The group size often determines the size of space
required

for Education. Small seminars at CB were held

ft. space, while academic

(744 sq.

ft.)

and vocational instruction

(936 sq. ft.) took place in larger spaces.
size at MH was 486 sq.

The standard classroom

ft. Given the flexibility

and movable furnishings needed

in a 264 sq.

in space size

(chair, desks, blackboard),

and a

deficiency in educational space needs the education programme
could take place effectively in some other available spaces.

CB
In Cell

Block

I at CB there are no flexible spaces

to accommodate either the Therapy or Education programmes. The
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(22 x 63 sq. ft.) adjacent to the rows of cells has a

central hall

dark concrete floor
provide

little

and

to

a place for staff

also provides
corridor

thus reducing

the

Cell Block I except that
of the

cell

the living

a

space

movement

The

upper

central

as

is

hall

Its present

cells to the outer
hence usability.
the

and

upper

the

lower

and

corridor

tiers

space outside

spaces, however,

or meeting

downstairs (22 x 63

cannot accommodate

(II x 63 ft.) is

It

ranges.

ft.) is used

sq.

comparable space upstairs (II x 63 ft.)

the

corridor

is to

use

Cell Block 2 at CB is similar to

floor divides

activities simultaneously.

one

in

areas. Any Private spaces

for

action.

width

in

thus providing additional

range

are absent. The

hall

movement from

of

area

The living

two—tiered

supervise the

only means

the

Its present

ventilation.

far

A

room at

too narrow
is storage.

use

the

movement

the

back

for

this upstairs

of

any kind

of

In this cell

private space (II x 12 ft.), however, its

resident

and

group inter-

block,

there is

is fixed

use

as a

security office in which area counts are checked on a master
board. It must be restricted from inmates because of its specialized and important function.
residents personal space

The

affords little visual
corridor has metal

acoustical privacy

or

bars

rather than being

in

Cell

as the

solid.

wall facing

than

the

(rather than two)

A central corridor

thus providing

for the

a

limited

3 at CB incorporates a different design

previous two areas.

centre of the range

Midway

Block

the

Therefore,

individual counselling could only occur at times when
number of inmates are in the area.
Cell

1 and 2

Blocks

inmates

one long
on

down this light—coloured tile

each

runs down

the

interactional space

of the

corridor on

two floors.
each side is
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a

well—ventilated inmate service space (156 sq.

ft.) presently used
The

for ironing clothes, snacks and other forms of recreation.

wall facing the corridor is constructed of a panel with large
windows. Visual privacy is therefore minimal without drapes. The
panel

itself does not extend up to the ceiling and the space

therefore also fails to provide acoustical privacy.

Individual or

group therapy sessions could therefore occur effectively only when
there were few inmates

in the range (le., during the weekday).

A

much more private space for counselling or small seminar groups is
the "community hall" which is located to one side of the entrance
to the range (252 sq.

ft.).

A window to outside, affords an

opportunity for some adequate ventilation during a group meeting.
Since it is the only available space in the unit for inactive
recreation, positive staff—inmate activities are severely
restricted to spaces outside the home territory.
Cell Block 4 is the newest

living unit at CB employ-

ing more advanced locking devices and housing residents who are
involved in the education programme.

Similar to cell

block 3, a

corridor down the centre of the range on each floor provides one
large home interactional space.

The entire unit

is well

lit with

fully tiled floors and light—coloured walls and doors.
On each floor near the officers' control station is
a 196 sq.

ft. space which affords both visual

privacy when the door is closed.

and acoustical

The space upstairs is used for

computer keypunching some of the time while the lower room has no
specialized equipment. Both spaces accommodated snacking
recreation occasionally but were empty at other times.

ànd

Individual

counselling, group therapy, or seminars could easily occur in
these spaces with little or no disruption of

inmate activities

during recreation.
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6

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I.
I

Personal spaces of both Cell Blocks 3 and 4 offer
additional spaces for individual counselling. Solid wood and
metal doors gives the inmate complete privacy

in his own 85 sq.

ft. space.

MH
Since all three
P. 156) are identical
together.

The control

living areas (A, E, J, Figure

in design it is possible to describe them
post

is located in the centre of three

ranges which extend out in different directions.

Each range has

two floors of cells which are situated on either side of a narrow
eight foot wide corridor
On the lower level there are two small dayrooms
(210 sq. ft.)

One of the smaller spaces is used by the custodial

staff and the other is a TV room for the inmates. These two
spaces are enclosed by

large window panels affording some

acoustical but no visual privacy.

The spectre of security is ever-

present as small windows link each of the dayrooms to the control
station.

Given these arrangements, the spaces have little

potential

for use in any programmes which depend on the unhibited

interaction of professional staff and residents.
The third and remaining dayroom on the lower level
is identical

in size and content to the TV rooms on the second

floor (364 sq. ft.) which encircle the _control station.

These four

spaces are presently used for recreation, but are large enough to
accommodate programmes involving small groups of inmates. Windows
to the outside provide very poor ventilation and a small aperture
links each of the spaces to the central control station. Large
metal doors are easily closed to provide the necessary acoustical
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privacy while visual privacy is limited by

the proximity of the

control station.
One final
and J areas.

large space is available in each of A, E

This space is located on the second floor at the top

of the stairs leading to one of the ranges.

Because it

links the

cells to the stairway, the space is necessary for movemenh. The
space is

large enough to accommodate a large group (392 sq. ft.),

but is limited by the need to circulate through it.

Any educa-

tional class or group therapy session would, therefore, have to
take place at times when inmate movement is minimal. Only in
these instances privacy would be assured.
The residents' personal spaces are the final spaces
available for privacy, and provide a reasonable area for individual
counselling.
The variety of spaces available for programmes
related to Therapy, Education and Religion are more numerous at MH
than at CB.

The older living units at CB in particular are

extremely inflexible in their ability to accommodate contemporary
correctional practices. Greater emphasis on a custodial environ—
ment was in effect at the time of their construction.

If the

system is to succeed changes in correctional philosophy must be
accommodated by the spaces and their physical allocation.

Space

definition must be adequate to accommodate the activities for the
variety of exishing programmes as well as anticipated new
programmes.

Since both centre on the interaction of people, the

spaces must be sized to accommodate a wide range of interactions
both simultaneously and independently.
Suggestions made in this section toward more staffinmate interaction are only valid if a change in staff attitudes
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accompanies changes in correctional phi losophy. An officer involved
in helping an inmate must be willing to dispel

the traditional idea

that the inmate must come to him for his services. He must be
willing to enter the inmate's domain as a means of assuring the
inmate that he is truly concerned with his welfare.

He must be

willing to participate in a programme that runs beyond the
conventional business hours. Treatment
(as in a hospital)

in a correctional facility

is a continual process and should not be

restricted by the conventional schedule of the business world.
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1

ALTERNATIVE 3

I

1
III

SPATIAL AND PROGRAMME FLEXIBILITY

—

FUTURE

The planners and designers of correctional institutions must look beyond current demands and requirements. Any
facilities must be able to accommodate not only contemporary
programmes but also sensitive to and considerate of future
programmes and trends.
One very important input for designers is an
accurate knowledge of the types, extent and problems of programme
implementation in correctional institutions today. If he knows
what programmes are being employed in existing facilities and
where these programmes are likely to occur, he will be in a better
position to state the spatial needs in order to design new
facilities.
For design to occur in this manner, the definition
of spatial needs must be flexible in order to use certain spaces
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I
at an optimum level. To design a specific correctional programme
and then design spaces specially for that programme will ultimately
inhibit both the space use and the programme implementation and
thus prevent change. Furthermore, when there is a multiplicity of
activities involved in many programmes some programmes inevitably
must use the same spaces. The identification of spaces used by
different programmes opens the way to an optimal definition and
location of space and the demands that a facility be flexible.
Certain programmes, however, necessitate fixed
equipment and consequently restrict that space to one purpose only,
(cg., Vocational Training and Industrial Production). Other
programmes such as Therapy, Education and Religion need several
specialized spaces but also need flexibility.
Community Involvement
In keeping with the goals of the institution to
enhance reintegration, community involvement must be encouraged.
In a maximum security institution there will be little community
involvement, but in medium security this community involvement will
be greater.
However, some community involvement occurs in a
maximum security institution. Teams from the community participate
in the sports programme. Community involvement also occurs in the
educational programme by having personnel from a community col

lege

courses in the institution.

teach

A division of the institution into three zones:
administration, resident and community is illustrated below. The
diagram shows how different areas of interaction could occur in
the institution. The distinctions between these zones must be
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If

minimized.

security will

permit, the living unit or

residents'

the intersection of the three
This will generate a strong force to break down the
domain which reinforces an inmate sub—culture.

domain should ideally appear at
circles.
resident

Therapy

spaces

The
home

Programme

for

its

benefits

of

programme

The

therapy

use

located only

locating spaces

interactional space

are far

at most

institutions

has

in the administration building.
for the

therapy

programme in the

greater than by locating these
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spaces in the administration building. The benefits derived by
locating the therapy spaces in a living unit are as follows:
1)

the resident can participate and be exposed to the therapy

programme for longer periods of time.

It is accessible to him

during his day. Because of conflicts with other ongoing

1

programmes during the day, a therapy programme extended into the
evening is more beneficial to the resident; 2) the necessity of
a resident to enter the administration wing to get help places him
in a situation in which he will feel uncomfortable and would not
be as responsive as if he were to receive counselling in his home
territory;

3)

the therapy staff, because their interviews take

place in the home territory, can be more aware of the needs of an
individual resident and their presence in a home territory would
allow more spontaneous contact with the people they are to help.
The interview spaces should provide acoustical
privacy as well as a substantial degree of visual privacy.
Educational Programme
Two spatial sets of facilities are necessary for
the educational programme. The first are those which must accommodate fixed equipment hence dominating and defining the use of a
space such as a library, audio—visual room, laboratories for
chemistry, drafting, etc.. The second are those spaces required
for varying combinations of activities and interactions. They
should offer acoustical and visual privacy. The size must be
adequate to accommodate the furnishings and arrangements to suit
the activities and interactions.
In designing the educational facility, it should be
kept in mind that most of the resources are there to help residents

I.
1
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of the institution.

If possible, they should be located such that

security would permit access during a large portion of the day.
The "classroom" is a space that has much flexibility.
in a

If situated

location in which security could be guaranteed, residents

will be allowed to use the facility in the evening. Furthermore,
the use of the space by outside teachers

expand the scope of the educational

in the evening would

programme and allow residents

some form of contact with the outside world.
Certain educational facilities such as

laboratories

and audio—visual rooms do not necessarily have to be located in
close proximity to the main educational facility but should be

centrally located in order to serve all residents of the institution. Educational areas based on interactions can be located
throughout the institution. Furthermore, an area should contain
several classrooms allowing diverse programmes.

Religion Programme

There are certain specialized facilities which are
necessary for the religious programme. At the same time some
spaces necessary for the religious programme are the same spaces
which are required by other programmes.
The specialized facility that is necessary for the

religious programme is an interdenominational chapel
on Sundays;

for services

offices for Chaplains assigned to the institution

should be located in the chapel area.

In these offices counselling

and interviewing can be carried out. The chapel area should be

sufficiently flexible to allow use of this area for group therapy
sessions in the evenings. Thus the furniture should consist of

movable furnishings.

I.
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any

sort of music practice, art or drama. The space must also

include facilities

for the auditorium such as dressing rooms for

acl- ors and storage spaces for materials used in the production of
plays. Several smaller spaces
table games, weight

must also be provided for showers,

lifting, etc..

The most important determinant in the use of space
location. At CB there are several school rooms located

is its
near

the gymnasium. These school rooms are used for various

programmes in the evening.
rooms is that they

The reason for the use of these school

are in close proximity to the gym.

Their

location meets the requirements of security. Furthermore, the
diversity
There

of programmes allows community involvement in this area.

are two other school areas in the institution but neither of

1- hese are used in the evening. However, since there are custodial

in the gymnasium to supervise, the adjacent school
corridor requires no extra manpower.

officers

Conclusion for Future Spaces
The location of spaces for programmes is critical.
Locations that cannot meet the requirements of security now are
closed in the evening and the resident is deprived of the benefits
of a particular programme. The second important criteria that
affects programme is the flexibility of space. If a set of spaces
cari accommodate several programmes it is operating at optimal
level. Costs

of construction are low and resources are freed to

be applied to

programmes.

The location of spaces in the home territory allows
the programme to function for longer periods of time and to better
achieve

the goals of the institution. The staff and residents are
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put into confrontation situations which enhances the chances of
rehabilitation. Thus
better

programme implementation is improved through

and more flexible design.
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PREVIOUS JAIL AND JUVENILE SENTENCES
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COMPARISON OF AGE DISTRIBUTIONS

MH

U222 cB

No significant difference
found between institutions
using t—test

œwe.01,

1
1
1
1

c0=.02, t=1.00

Sample Size/CB 135

MH 100
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1
1
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EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

\\- \ MH
rEM CB
28
No significant difference
found between institutions
œ=.01 , ccig.05, t=0117
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CB
Sample Size 126
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24
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2
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Frequency
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2

0
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FAMILY SIZE
MH

uz2ii CB

Difference in family size
between institutions was
found to be significant at
the œ-.05 level tm2.22, MH
having larger family sizes

12Frequency_
of
10-1
Occurrenc

14
4
12
10
6
8
Number of children in family
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Comparison of Offences
MH
CB
No. Per Cent
Type of Offence
No. Per Cent
15.0
15
15
11.6
Manslaughter/Murder
10
10.0
10
7.7
Manslaughter
5
5
5.0
3.9
Murder
24
24.0
21
16.2
Personal
7.0
10
7.7
7
Assault
7
7.0
5
Rape
3.9
5
7
7.0
3.9
Drugs
--2
2.0
Wounding
1
1
1.0
0.8
Kidnapping
61
61.0
72.3
Property
94
22
22.0
36.2
Robbery
47
27
20.8
18
18.0
Break & Enter
7
7.0
Fraud & Forgery
8
6.2
6.2
7
7.0
Possession
8
2
3
3.0
1.5
Conspiracy
Arson
Parole Violator
Extortion

1

0.8

1

1.0

1

0.8

2

2.0

-

---

1

1,0

Total 130

100
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Occupation
Collins Bay
Type

No.

Per Cent

1 Skilled white collar
2 Skilled blue collar

7

5.3

13

9.8

3 Semi-skilled

33

4 Unskilled

76

5 Student

4

Total 133
No information 2

Millhaven

No.

Per Cent

15
7

15.0
7.0

24.8
57.2

30

30.0

46

46.0

3.0
100.1

2

2.0

100

100.0

0

Marital Status
Status
Single
Married

CB
MH
71.0%
70.4%
29.6%
29.0%
Total 100.0%
100.0%
Sample Size 135
100
*Note: Single category includes: divorced and separated
Married category includes:
Commonlaw and
widowed

Percentage of Occurrence of S-R
Techniques in Home and Public Territories

Facility

CF3

Technique

34
41
42
71
74
84
91
94
96

M1 1
-

34
41
42
71
74
84
91
94
96

J.

Interactional Space
Home Territory
Public Territory
HS

HR

P1

-

-

33
-

OM

•••

0•10

MO

-

- -

-

22
1
6
4
-

3-

-

Ole

MP

202350-

2
-

100
100
100
75
90
65
67
50

Y

-

-

-

..

...

1
14
2
12 20 - 30 -

1

93
100 100 100
46 95
78
2

-

59 2
70 -

HPS

HI

...

...

-

M.

11«

Me

- - - 54 9

...
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PS
6
-

. PR
67
9
7
-

7
3
1
7
-

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Technique Occurrences - Living Area
Area 1
Percentage of Total Observations
Tech.
20

CB
14.1

MH
12.4

21

7.1

22

0.2

3.3
---

23

3.0

4.9

24
25

0.6
1.0

0.3
1.4

26

2.2

2.5

30

0.5

0.9

31

0.3

0.2

34

0.2

■■••■• ■1111

37
50

0.7
30.1

33.5

52

7.4

53

5.8

11.6
2.7

54

0.6

1.6

55
56

1.7

2.7

1.1

0.8

57

6.6

10.8

58

5.4

3.3

59

1.5

IMF AND OM

60

2.2
61

2.2

4.4
4.4

1
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1

Technique Occurrences (cont'd)

Tech.

CB

70

MH

1.1
74

0.6

1 .1

80

0.6

0.7

0.8

81

0.3

0.6

82

0.2

M1111...

84

0.2

0.2

90

51.3

47.6

91

2.6

3.2

92

2.0

3.3

93

24.0

21.2

94

3.0

1.7

95

19.1

17.9

96

0.6

0.3

Technique Occurrences

- Shops

and

School

Area 2

Percentage of Total Observations

Tech.
20

CB
5.4

MH
7.7

21

1.3

4.2

23

3.9

3.5

24

0.2

*NM MI MO
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Technique Occurrences (contld)
Tech.

CB
3.2

30

MH
4.4

32

0.5

0.2

36

2.7

4.2

1.0

40

2.4

41

0.3

1.4

42

0.7

1.0

50

3.9

5.0

53

0.8

0.2

54

0.2

1111.111,••• dual

56

---

0.2

57

0.7

2.2

58

1.9

2.4

59

0.3

ow dam at

0.5

60

0.5

61

28.2

70

25.2

73

25.7

25.0

74

2.5

0.2

80

13.1

8.3

81

1.1

1.3

82

1.3

---

84

10.7

7.0
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Technique Occurrences
Tech.
90

CB
46.3

(cont'd)
MH
47.3

91
92

4.0
1.7

9.2
2.1

93

13.3

14.5

94

2.8

1.3

95

24.5
---

19.8

96

0.4

Technique Occurrences — Passageways — Area 3
Percentage of Total Observations
Tech.
20

CB
9.0

21
23
25
30

4.5
4.5
---

MOO L.I.1

36

1

50
58
70

2.6
2.6

MH
31,7
11.4
8.2
12.1
1.4
1.4

IMP II& .1010

Woe or ma

1.4
71

80

1.4
2.1

81

2.1

1
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Technique Occurrences
Tech.

(Cont'd)

CB

MH

91

2.6

63.6
12.8

92

9.7

6.7

93

21.3

19.5

94

9.7

0.7

95

42.6

22.4

96

---

1.5

85.9

90

Technique Occurrences
Area

—

Activity Area

4

Percentage of Total Observations
Tech.
20

CB

MH

8.3
21

7.3

23

1.0

30

die OM MD

34

50

M. Ole 1111••

1.0

3.5
0.9
'

2.6

0.3
0.3

1.2

54

0.7

---

57

---

0.9

58

0.3

0.3
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Technique Occurrences
Tech.

CB
51.4

60

(cont'd)
MH
23.4

61

10.9

1.1

62

0.7

---

63

8.6

3.4

64

1.0

---

65

6.0

3.9

66

5.3

3.1

67

8.3

7.3

68

---

0.9

69

1.0

0.9

69a

6.6

2.8

69b

3.0

---

90

39.5

71.8

91

---

1.4

92

0.3

---

93

21.6

36.7

94

1.0

2.8

95

16.3

30.9

96

0.3

IMMO MM.110

Technique Occurrences - Administration
Area 5
Percentage of Total Observations
Tech.
20

CB
7.2

MH
13.8

21

3.6

7.5

23

2.9

4.8

24

0.7

1.5
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Technique Occurrences (cont'd)
Tech.

CB

MH

11.6
0.7

35.8
4.5
6.6

34

4.0
0.7

14.8

36

6.2

9.9

30
31
32

0.6
0.6

50
57

2.1

60

2.1

61
52.8

80

15.6

81

3.3

5.4

82

42.6

84

6.9

8.1
2.1

28.4

90

32.0

91

5.8

«M1OW1011 ■11111

92

14.6

12.1

93

4.0

0.6
3.3

94
95

4.0

16.0
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I.

LIMITATIONS OF THE INSTRUMENT

An accurate presentation of data and the ability
lo make valid comments on the object of any study depends, to a
very large extent, on the availability of accurate and adequate
information. Of major importance, then, is the instrument used
to obtain data. The instrument in this study was based on that
used by K. L. McReynolds (1972). While it proved to be beneficial in obtaining information for that examination of three
different programme concepts within a minimum security framework,
its usefulness seemed to diminish when applied to gathering data
from one medium (CB) and one maximum (MH) security institution.

1

The McReynolds study incorporated two observers
who each studied one cottage or living unit and the group of
people in it continuously during the period of observation. Thus,
two cottages in each institutional complex were studied by the
same person for the full period of observation. The observer
focused on a particular group, (that from "hisucottage), and was

able to follow it from morning until night. He was able to
systematically view "a day in the life" of the inmate. Consistency was acheived by the fact that he returned to the same
cottage for the same periods of time.

The present study employed six observers who
studied various parts of the institution each day, for varied
amounts of finie. Therefore, to acheive some degree of accuracy
in the time sample weighting had to be used. The instrument as
it stands now is a farily effective way of mapping out programme
implementation as far as its occurrence and the numbers of

1

participants involved. However, it does not, as yet, adequately
represent the non—use of spaces which is as important in a
correlation of flexibility of spaces to effective programme.
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1
This then, would have provided a much more
informative body of data. The present instrument merely measures
implementation.

what is happening according to the prescribed institutional
programme.
An additional breakdown of techniques is an
For example, the data
efffort to make them more definite.
would have been considerably more informative if the observers
had been able to differentiate in their recordings between
religious, psychological and other types of counselling instead
of having to class such occurrences solely as "counselling".
The study also called for greater differentiation between types
in the "Development of Vocational Abilities" technique.
An attempt to present a minutely accurate body
of data often results in the overlooking of another major factors
in any evaluation of programme effectiveness and use of spaces:
that is, some of the generalities. A description of each small
grouping of people and their activities in a particular space,
though extremely important in and of itself, can give a misleading representation of what is actually taking place. An

1

example is provided if we look at the visiting area of an
institution. A recording of every grouping in that space would
give average group sizes of two to four people. A presentation
of groupings only may deemphasize the fact that, at a given time
the total number of people using the facility was a crowd of 100
It would thus be advantpeople in that same particular space.
ageous in gaining a total picture of use of that space if the
observers, prior to beginning to study the breakdowns of participants, would indicate the total number of people in the space
at the time when he begins his observation.

1

I.

A problem was also encountered in determining
durations of observed activities. The primary one, discuàsed
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above, dealt with equalizing

the amounts of time spent

in each

space to provide more consistency in observation methods, as
well

as a common base from which to determine relative durations

of observed activities.
decision of small

The second one deals with reaching a

but numerous occurrences of activities such as

people walking down a hall.
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